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Critical issues for understanding
in impulsive solar flares

particle acceleration

JamesA. Miller,• PeterJ. Cargill,2'3A. GordonEmslie,• GordonD. Holman,
BrianR. Dennis4 T. N. LaRosa,
• RobertM Winglee•
StephenG. Benka,
• and S. Tsuneta
s
Abstract. This paper, a review of the presentstatus of existingmodelsfor particle
accelerationduring impulsive solar flares, was inspired by a week-long workshop
held in the Fall of 1993 at NASA Goddard SpaceFlight Center. Recent observations
from Yohkoh and the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory,and a reanalysisof older
observationsfrom the Solar Maximum Mission, have led to important new results
concerningthe location, timing, and eificiency of particle acceleration in flares.
These are summarized in the first part of the review. Particle acceleration processes
are then discussed,with particular emphasison new developmentsin stochastic
accelerationby magnetohydrodynamicwaves and direct electric field acceleration
by both sub- and super-Dreicer electric fields. Finally, issuesthat arise when these
mechanismsare incorporated into the large-scale flare structure are considered.
Stochastic and super-Dreicer acceleration may occur either in a single large coronal
reconnectionsite or at multiple "fragmented" energy release sites. Sub-Dreicer
accelerationrequires a highly filamented coronal current pattern. A particular issue
that needsto be confronted by all theories is the apparent need for large magnetic
field strengthsin the flare energy releaseregion.

1.

Introduction

fraction of this releasedenergy is manifested in the form
of energetic particles.
Particle acceleration is a ubiquitous phenomenon at
Flares are unique in the astrophysical realm for the
sitesthroughoutthe Universe [e.g., Zank and Gaisser,
great diversity of diagnostic data that are available.

1992]. An important example occursin solar flares,

which offer a wide range of observations and allow one
to probe both electron and ion acceleration. During

Thesedata include(1) continuumemission,
whichspans
the dynamic range from radio, to microwaves,soft and
hard X rays, and finally gamma rays, which may have

flares,largeamountsof energy,anywherefrom -• 1028
energies
in excessof 1 GeV; (2) gammaray line emission
to • 1034ergs,are releasedon timescales
whichvary at various energies between .• 400 keV and .• 8 MeV;
from a fraction of a second to several tens of minutes
[e.g.,•vestka,1976;Priesi 1981;Tandberg-Hanssen
and
Emslie, 1988]. As will be discussedbelow, a significant

(3) direct chargedparticle and neutronobservations
in
space;and (4) observations
of high-energyneutronsand
charged particles by ground-basedmonitors. The mi-

crowaveand hard X ray/gamma ray continuumare believed to be the result of gyrosynchrotronemissionand
•Department of Physics, The University of Alabama in bremsstrahlung,respectively,from subrelativistic to relHuntsville.
ativistic electrons. Lower-frequency radio and soft X
abeam Physics Branch, Plasma Physics Division, Naval ray emission are thought to be plasma radiation and
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
thermal bremsstrahlung, respectively. Soft X ray and
3Now at Space and AtmosphericPhysics,The Blackett
EUV spectral lines are also present and are due to the
Laboratory, Imperial College, London, England.
4Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, NASA hot thermal plasma. Interactions between accelerated
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.

ionswith energies•> 1 MeV nucleon-1and ambientnu-

5Departmentof Biologicaland PhysicalSciences,Kenne- clei yield excited nuclei, neutrons, and positrons, all of
which then produce the gamma ray lines. Reactions
6Geophysics
Program, Universityof Washington,Seattle. of relativistic ions with ambient nuclei also produce pi7AmericanInstitute of Physics, CollegePark, Maryland. ons and high-energy neutrons. The pions decay either
sInstitute of Astronomy, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, directly into gamma rays or into ultrarelativistic secJapan.
ondary electrons and positrons, all three of which may
contribute to the > 10 MeV gamma ray continuum.

saw State University, Kennesaw, Georgia.
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Over the past few years,it has beenarguedIReames,
1995, and referencestherein] that flaresappearto reside
in two broad categories: impulsive and gradual. Orig14,631
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inally so named on the basis of the duration of their

particles are accelerated per second? These questions

soft X ray emission[Pallavicini et al., 1977] (and also can be asked of both electrons and ions, which we now
their hard X ray and gammaray emission),impulsive considerin the following two subsections.It should be
events tend to be compact and occur low in the corona,
while gradual events occur at greater heights and cor-

relate well with coronalmassejections(CMEs). However, another major differencebetween the two classesis
the composition of particles that are observed in interplanetaw space. There, impulsive events exhibit striking ion abundance enhancements, while gradual events
produce accelerated ions with ambient coronal compo-

noted that, in addition to particle acceleration, plasma
heating also occurs in flares. While this review will
not address issuesof plasma heating directly, we note
that some direct heating will be associated with any
of the acceleration

anothermechanism(s).
We believe that the most severe constraints on particle acceleration models are imposed during impulsive
events, and it is these which we consider. However,

discussed.

The ratio

of

particle acceleration to direct heating is an important
measure of the efficiency of the mechanism.

sition IReameset al., 1994]. The general acceleration 2.1. Energetic
scenario that emerges is that all interplanetary particles in gradual events are acceleratedby a CMF•driven
shock, while those in impulsive events are produced by

mechanisms

Electrons

and Hard X Ray

Bursts

A useful paradigm for flares is that they involve the
releaseof magnetic enerKy in bipolar coronal loops or
arcade structures, with the magnetic field connecting
photosphericregions of opposite magnetic polarity. A
fairly successfulmodel is that much of this enerKy ap-

pearsinitially as acceleratedelectronswith energies
a recent refinement [Cliver, 1996] of the two-classpic- 20 keV. As the accelerated electrons stream from the
ture arguesthat the same accelerationmechanism(s) coronatoward and through the chromosphere,they prois responsible for energizing the particles that remain
trapped at the Sun in both impulsive and gradual
events and that these trapped particles are similar to

duce hard X ray bremsstrahlung via interactions with
ambient protons. However, they concurrently lose far
more enerKy to heating the ambient cooler electrons by
thoseobservedin spacefrom impulsiveevents[seealso Coulombcollisions.Sincethe electronsremain trapped
Mandzhavidzeand Ramaty, 1993]. In other words,grad- in the corona and chromosphere and radiate while losual events possesan impulsive flare "core," which is re- ing all of their suprathermal enerKythere, the resulting
sponsiblefor the energeticparticles that remain trapped emissionis referred to as thick-target nonthermal bremand produce radiation. Some particles from the core sstrahlung.(Thin-target bremsstrahlung
would ariseif

also escape(as in pure impulsiveevents) into space, the electrons lost only a small fraction of their energy
whileradiating.)

where they are joined by the particles accelerated by
the CMF•driven shock. In this case, the relevance of
the present paper expands to include those particles in
gradual events which were not acceleratedby a CMF•
driven

shock.

The chromospheric plasma is heated and then driven
upward along the guiding magnetic field lines toward
the corona by the large pressuregradient. These flows
are referred to as chromospheric ablations or evapora-

This review paper grew out of a week-long workshop
conducted at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in
the fall of 1993, in which a small group of people work-

tions [e.g.,Antonucciet al., 1982;Mariska et al., 1993],
and emit relativelylong-livedthermalsoft ( • 20keV)
X ray emission[e.g.,Pallavicini et al., 1977;Doscheket
ing in the field (the authorsof this paper) met to dis- al., 1993]. This picture providesa simpleexplanation
cuss issues related to particle acceleration. The paper

summarizes

the issues discussed

there

as well

for the close association

between

the thermal

and non-

as more

thermal X ray emission[e.g., Wu et al., 1986; Doschek
recent developments in both theory and observations. et al., 1996]. In addition, relativistic electronsproduce
In section 2, we present a review of the observations gyrosynchrotron microwave emission as they spiral in
and their interpretation. Section 3 reviews the particle the coronal magnetic field. It should be noted that the
acceleration mechanisms which have been proposed to model is basically one of transport, sincethe initial elecaccount for these observations.
Section 4 examines how
tron acceleration is simply assumed ab initio.
these mechanisms might fit into the global constraints
This nonthermal thick-target model has explained
of the solar flare geometry. Section 5 summarizes our successfullythe observed radiative signatures of flares
conclusionsand outlines profitable directions for future at a number of wavelengths including optical, Ha, EUV,
studies.

and soft X rays [e.g., Eroslie et al., 1981; McClymont
and Canfield, 1986; Canfield and Gayley, 1987; Mariska

2.

Review

and Their

of Pertinent

Implications

Observations

et al., 1989]. Striking support alsocomesfrom the observation of simultaneous impulsive soft and hard X ray
emissionfrom the chromosphericfootpoints of the mag-

In this section we present a summary of the essential netic structure [Hudsonet al., 1994; $akao, 1994;
observationsof accelerated particles that any theoreti- suda,1994], as would be expectedfrom the interaction
cal model of flares must account for. It is convenient to
of electron beams with the chromosphere.
There are also some problems that should be noted:
approachthis by posingthe followingquestions:(1) To

what energiesare the particlesaccelerated?(2) How (1) plasmaheatingis often observedbeforethe start of
quicklydothey reachtheseenergies?and (3) How many the hard X ray emission[Mariskaand Zarro, 1991](and
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hence before the acceleration of a significant number

tive to the onset at lower energies(e.g., see Baiet al.
of nonthermalelectrons),and (2) the model generally [1983]and Dulk et al. [1992];see,however,Kane et al.
predicts more upward moving material than is indicated [1986]for a casewhen sucha delay was absent). The
by the observed blue-shifted component of soft X ray

time profiles of the gamma ray emissionfrom electron-

lines ILl et al., 1991]. However,in the presentsection dominated flares can alsoplace an upper limit on the ac,

we will adopt this nonthermal thick-target model as a
working paradigm.
The hard X ray emissionproduced by the energetic
electronsis widely regarded as the characteristic signa-

celeration

time.

This

emission

rises and reaches a max-

imum over a few secondsto about 30s [Rieger,1994].
The

electron

acceleration

must then be no more than

time

to a few tens of MeV

a few seconds.

ture of impulsiveflares [Dennis,1985, 1988; TandbergHow many electrons are accelerated per secHanssenand Eroslie,1988]. While microwaveand radio ond? The number of electrons that escapeinto space
emission are also diagnostics of the energetic electrons is less than the number that remain trapped on closed

[e.g., Benz, 1993; Aschwandenet al., 1995a],we can magneticfield linesand produceX rays IRamaryet al.,
concentrate just on the hard X ray emission to address 1993]. We thus consideronly the trapped electronsin
our discussion.
the following three basic questions:
To what energies are electrons accelerated?
Above the iron lines at around 7keV, hard X ray
Photons of a given energy are produced principally by spectra
F(Ev) (photons
cm-:zs-• MeV-•) aresmooth
electrons of comparable energy. Therefore it can be continua
andarefairlywellfittedbypowerlawsKE• s
inferred from observed hard X ray spectra that elec- with s larger than 2. In a thick-target nonthermal
tronswith energies
wellinto the relativisticregime( •> model, the energy-differential rate at which acceler-

100keV) exist [Dennis,1988]. While hard X ray emis- atedelectrons
areproduced
orinjected
• (E) (electrons
sion is common, some flares also exhibit gamma ray
emissionup to tens of MeV. Processeswhich contribute
to emission

above

about

1MeV

include

electron

MeV-• s-•) is alsoa powerlaw andsteeperthanthis
by a power of roughly one. For a large X-class flare,

brem-

the flux of X raysabove20keV at I AU canbe •> 104
sstrahlung,nuclear deexcitation, and pion decay. These photonscm-2 s-• and resultsfrom an emission
area
last two result from energetic'ions and will be treated
in the next section. However, in some flares there is
no evidence for the presenceof energetic ions, and all
of the gamma ray emissionis evidently due to ultrarelativistic

electrons.

Such flares have been called

"elec-

of •

10•s cm2. The nonthermal model then indicates

that .• 1037electrons
s-• were acceleratedto energies
• 20 keV in sucha flare. Hence, if the flare lasts .• 100 s,
the total number of electrons energized above 20 keV is

about1039
. (Wepointout that, whilethesenumbers

tron dominated"[MarschhSuseret al., 1994; Petrosian are quite large, they are dwarfed by those from so-called
et al., 1994] and thus signal the accelerationof elec- "giant flares," in which the energization rate and total
trons to tens of MeV. We note that the photon spectra

numberabove20keV can be .• 1039s-• and 104•,re-

F(Ev) -- KE• • photons
cm-2 s-• MeV-• at i AU spectively[Kane et al., 1995]. These events,however,
from the Sun, whereEv is the photonenergy,can be are relatively rare, and we do not take them into accountin obtaining"typical"numbersfor flares.) Given

very hard in the gamma ray regime, with spectral indices s as low as 1.5.

How quickly do they reach these energies? A
precisedetermination of the accelerationtime is complicated by transport from the acceleration region to the
interaction region. However, an upper limit on the ac-

the steepnessof the electron energy distribution, the
bulk of the energy in nonthermal electrons resides at

low energies(20-50 keV). Below • 20 keV, it becomes

harder to distinguish the nonthermal component from
a hot thermal component generated by plasma heating.
celeration time to --• 100 keV can be obtained from hard
These numbers are appropriate to the entire flare
X ray time profiles. Observations from the Burst and duration, but there is evidence that electron accelerTransientSourceExperiment(BATSE) on the Comp- ation in impulsive flares occurs in small bursts, which

ton Gamma Ray Observatory(CGRO) have revealed have been termed "energyreleasefragments(ERFs)"
very fine scale structure in the hard X ray emission by Machado et al. [1993]. Data obtained with the
from impulsive flares, manifested as spikesin the emis- Hard X ray Burst Spectrometer
(HXRBS) on the Solar

sion lasting • 400 ms [Machadoet al., 1993]. Parti-

Maximum Mission(SMM) have shownspikesof dura-

cles would

tion .• 400 ms superposed upon the more slowly vary-

thus have

to be accelerated

to .•

100keV

on sucha timescale. Also, Aschwandenet al. [1995b] ing backgroundof hard X rays [Kiplingeret al., 1984].
have reported 10-20 ms delays between two low-energy
hard X ray channels in BATSE. This is consistent with
the near-simultaneousacceleration of the particles to
both energies,with the delay resulting from the different travel

times

from a coronal

acceleration

site.

Employing the nonthermal model for hard X ray pro-

duction,they deducedthat about 2 x 1034electrons
were accelerated to energiesgreater than 20 keV in one
of these spikes. With the aforementioned spike duration, the rate at which electrons are energized above

of thisspiky
The accelerationto higherenergies(• 100keV) can 20keV isthen• 5x 1034s-•. The existence
occur somewhat more slowly. Specifically, during the
initial few secondsof the hard ray burst, there is sometimes a "high-energy delay," where the flare onset at

energies•> 150keV is delayedby a few secondsrela-

structure has been confirmedby observationsmade with

BATSE on CGRO (seeabove),wherethe accelerated
electronenergycontentin an ERF is between1026
and 10•7ergs,and with the PHEBUS instrumenton

14,634
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dueto a "superhot"(• 3 x 107K) thermal
GRANAT [Vilmer et al., 1996]. In light of all these possibly
observations,
• 5 x 1034electrons
s-1 needto be ener- plasma [Linet al., 1981]. The spectraduring the decay
gized above 20 keV over • 400 ms in order to account phase(right panel) are well fit below40 keV by single
temperature thermal spectra with a slowly decreasing
temperature. A subsequentreexamination of flare spectra observed using HXRBS on SMM has shown that
they are also consistent with this same broken power

for an ERF. These ERFs are apparent only in smaller
flares, where the number that are firing at any time is
sufficientlysmall for them to be observedseparately; in

larger events,they presumably blend together to form
a smoother hard X ray emissiontime profile.
In general, these electron numbers are obtained by
fitting model spectra to data of low spectral resolution

law shape[Wingleeet al., 1991;Dulk et al., 1992].
Lin and Johns[1993]obtained directly the spectrum
of the

accelerated

electrons

from

these

data.

Their

analysis suggests that two hard X ray emitting electron populations exist in this flare: a superhot thermal
component of slowly increasing density which emits at

(e.g.,the Hard X ray Telescope(HXT) on Yohkohhas
four channels). To obtain more accurateestimatesof
the number of energetic electrons, much higher spectral resolution is needed. A 1980 balloon flight using

low energies(• 30keV), and a rapidly varying noncooledGermaniumdetectors[Linet al., 1981]provided thermal component which is responsiblefor the higher
data with approximately 2 keV resolution between 15
and • 200keV on a relatively small GOES class M6
flare. A discussionof the results is instructive, since
they showthe wealth of detail available when high spec-

energy X rays, but which also produces the spiky structure at low energies as well. Both components can be
integrated to obtain a total energy and particle num-

tral

•-

resolution

ber [Lin and Johns, 1993], giving the injection rate

is used.

f2odE• (E) ofelectrons
withenergies
• 20keV

Figurei showsthe X ray spectraF(Ev) for 15 time from the superhot and nonthermal components as •
-1 and • 5 x 1035s-i, respectively.Above
intervals spanningthe duration of this event lLin et 4 x 1034s
al., 1981]. When the emissionis rising (left panel), 30keV (wherethe superhotcomponentis negligible),
the rate at which nonthermal electrons are produced is

the spectra are well fit by power laws of spectral index s .• 3.5 below about 100 keV, but show a steepening at higher energies. During the peak of the emission

• 1035s-1 overa periodof about150s.

These numbers have important implications for the
energetics
of flares, which centers ultimately on the rel(centerpanel),the spectraexhibit a strongsteepening
(spectralindex • 11) below • 40keV, consistentwith ative efficiency of thick-target bremsstrahlung in prothermal bremsstrahlungemission[Eroslieet al., 1989], ducing hard X rays. For example, for keV electrons,
27 JUNE 1980
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Figure1. X rayspectra
obtained
witha germanium
detector
throughout
theJune27, 1980flare
[fromLin et al.,1981].Thefirst,second,
andthirdpanels
correspond
to timeintervals
whenthe
emission
is increasing,
peaking,anddecaying,
resp%•;ively.
Spectraareshownat fivedifferent
timesduringeachtimeinterval.Thevertical
scaleapplies
tot•heuppermost
spectrum
(whichis
thefirstspectrum
obtained
in thetimeinterval),witheachsucceeding
spectrum
offsetdownward
by two ordersof magnitude.
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thisefficiency
is only•05 x 10-6 sothat • 2 x 105ergs of primaryenergyrelease.HolmanandBenka[1992]
of electronkinetic energyare necessaryfor everyerg of have formulated such a model based on sub-Dreicer elecX ray bremsstrahlungradiated. For the typical X-class tric fields and find that a maximum acceleration rate of

flareinvolvingthe acceleration
of • 103?
electrons
s-1,

1034electrons s-• is sufficient to account for the flare

there is a power input in the form of energeticelectrons discussed
by Linet al. [1981]. This rate is about a

above20keV of .• 3 x 109•9
ergss
-1. Thus,in a flare

factor

of 50 lower

than

that

obtained

above for the

lasting about 100s, the total energy in energeticelec- purely nonthermal model. However, if the accelera-

tronsis about3 x 1031ergs,or a significant
fractionof tion volumeis 109•?
cm3, then we still needto accelerate 10?electrons
cm-3 s-1. Assumingthat this facthe total estimated flare energy.
To further appreciate the magnitude of these num- tor of 50 decreaseis applicable to larger flares, we see
bers, considerthat a typical magneticflux loop involved from the numbers given above for the nonthermal model

in a flarehasan areaof 10•scm9•anda lengthof 109cm. that typical electron energization rates and total enFor a densityof 10•øcm-3 (typicalfor an activere- ergy contentsabove20keV are • 2 x 1035s-• and
ergs,respectively.Hencethis modelstill region), the entireloop containsabout 103?electrons. 6 x 109•9
This means that, over the flare duration, more electrons must be acceleratedthan are initially available in

quires real-time replenishment of the coronal electron

population.Yohkohobservations
of Masuda[1994]have

the flux tube. Therefore real-time replenishmentis a alsoprovided someevidencefor sucha model, with both
requirement of a viable model. While the large mass footpoint and coronal hard X ray sourcesbeing present
reservoir in the chromospherecan easily provide the in some limb flares.
electronsnecessaryfor replenishmentof the acceleration
region, some models have electrodynamic constraints 2.2. Gamma Rays and Energetic Ions
that can limit the way in which these electrons can be
Energetic ions in a solar flare can also be investigated
pulled from the chromosphere. Such constraints can indirectly through the variety of neutral emissionsthat
have important implications for the overall structure of they produce(seereviewsby Chupp[1984]and Ramaty

the flaringregion(seesection4).

and Murphy [1987]),as well as directly throughin situ

In view of these large electron numbers, alternatives
to the nonthermal thick-target model have been proposed. The most widely studied of these is a thermal
model in which hard X rays are predominantly emit-

measurements in space. We thus ask the same three
basic questions as in the previous subsection. As was
the case there, we assume that the neutral emissions
were created in a thick-target interaction region, such as
the chromosphereand photosphere. Furthermore, due
to the high ion energiesinvolved, the ions are necessarily

ted by electrons
in a hot (•_ 10sK) coronalplasma.

This is substantially more efficient than the nonthernonthermal.
mal thick-target model since, on average, the hard X
ray emitting electronsdo not lose energy to other elecTo what energies are ions accelerated? The
trons in the plasma. In this case,the dominant energy most direct answer to this question is offeredby the ions
loss channel is bremsstrahlung and efficienciesclose to that escape from the impulsive solar flare and are obunity are possiblein theory. The hot plasma expands served directly in interplanetary space. Such ions have

behind a pair of conductionfronts that propagate at
approximatelythe local ion acousticspeed [Brown et

energies
up to 100MeV nucleon
-• IReameset al., 1992;

Mazur et al., 1992].
However,someimpulsiveflares (and gradual ones
ever, leakageof hot electronsfrom sucha plasmato the too) posses
excess(i.e., abovethe electronbremsstrahchromosphere
reducesthe efficiency[Brownet al., 1979; lung continuum)photon emissionabove about 1 MeV
Smith and Brown, 1980],and thesestreamingelectrons that consistsof nuclear radiations. For these flares, ion
will producefootpoint hard X ray emission,just as in energiescan be probed indirectly using this nuclear exthe thick-target model.
cess.A typicalgammaray flare exhibitsnarrow(•
Recent observations from Yohkoh have cast serious
100keV width) nucleardeexcitationlines between• 1
doubtson the viability of a purely thermal hard X ray and • 7MeV and a neutroncapture(or deuteriumformodel. $akao [1994]analyzedthe YohkohHXT obser- mation) line at 2.223MeV [e.g., Chupp,1984; Murphy
vationsof a numberof flaresthat had pairsof hardX ray et al., 1991]. A theoreticalspectrumsimilar to what
brightenings
on both sidesof a magneticneutralline, is needed to model a large gamma ray flare is shown
presumablycorrespondingto the footpointsof a bipo- in Figure 2. The narrow deexcitation lines result from
lar loop. The temporal fluctuationsof thesefootpoints the interaction of protons and alpha particles having
were coincidentto • 0.1 s. Unlessthe hot plasma was energiesbetween• i and •0 100MeV nucleon
-• with
sited exactly equidistantbetweenthe two footpoints, ambientheaviernuclei [Ramaty et al., 1979]. Inverse

al., 1979]andeventuallyreachthe chromosphere.
How-

the footpoint brightenings could not be due to the in-

teraction of conductionfronts with the chromosphere.
However,simultaneousbrighteningscouldbe produced
by the aforementionedfree-streamingelectrons.
An obviouscompromisebetween nonthermal thicktarget and thermal hard X ray modelsis a hybrid model:
one involving both heating and acceleration as modes

reaqtions
between
energetic
heavynucleiandambient
H and 4He yield deexcitationlinesof width • 1MeV,
which, togetherwith many closelyspacedand weak narrow lines, constitute broad unresolved features in the
gamma ray spectrum. The neutrons which yield the

captureline alsoresult from reactionsof ionshavingenergiesbetween • i and • 100MeV nucleon-1 with tho.

14,636
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turn produced by protons with energiesup to • 1 GeV
i

Ps & aa

• 2k•ie+
104

•n

[e.g.,Ramaty and Mandzhavidze,1994]. The very highest energy (• 1 GeV) neutronscan be detected by
ground-basedneutron monitors [e.g., Debrunner et al.,
1983], and indicate the presenceof protonsof roughly
the same energy. Hence, while most gamma ray flares

exhibitevidence
forionsup to 100MeV nucleon-1,some
of the largestappear capableof acceleratingprotonsup
to at least •

• 2
• 100
2

Np=
•

4 5 6

i to 10 GeV.

How quickly do they reach these energies? As
with electrons, a determination of the acceleration time
is complicated by transport. An upper limit on the
acceleration time io tens of MeV nucleon -1 can be ob-

.

tained from the time profiles of the nuclear deexcitation
gamma ray line flux. These light curves rise above back-

100

ground and peak on timescalesof • i s [Kane et al.,
1986]to a few seconds[Forrest,1983]. The acceleration

Photon Energy

time upper limit is then approximately equal to this
rise time.

A determination

of acceleration

time scales

Figure 2. Theoretical solar flare gamma ray spectrum to higher energies requires a higher energy diagnostic,
similar to those needed to model emission from large such as pion decay radiation. For example, a comparievents[from Ramaty and Lingenfelter,1995]. The ion son of the nuclear deexcitation line and pion radiation
and electronspectra incident on a thick-target emission
time profiles from the June 3, 1982, flare [Forrest et
region are power laws of the same spectral index. The
dotted line is bremsstrahlung from the electrons, and al., 1986; Chuppet al., 1987]indicatesthat acceleration
-1 energiesoccursin • 16s for this
the solid line is the total gamma ray emission. The to • GeVnucleon
flare
[Miller
et
al.,
1987]. Higher time resolutionmeaprincipal nuclear deexcitation lines, the neutron capture line, the positron annihilation line, the positronium surementsmay reduce these upper limits in the future,
continuum, and the broad deexcitation lines from
but, at present,acceleration
to MeV nucleon
-1 energies
reactionsare marked. Positronsresult from •+ decay on timescalesof order i s must be accountedfor in any
of radionuclidesgenerated in reactions between incident acceleration model.
and ambient

ions.

How many ions are accelerated per second?
The number of ions that escape into interplanetary
space can be either more or less than the number that

ambientnuclei. The maximum energydeterminedfrom

remain trapped at the Sun and produce gamma rays

gamma ray line emissionis thus consistent with that determined by direct inspection of the ions in space. The
absenceof detectable gamma ray line emissionfrom the
majority of smaller flares may be a consequenceof detector sensitivity.
Higher-energy ions are present in some flares. Six
gamma ray flares have exhibited a hardening or "bump"

IRamaryet al., 1993].However,sincethe trappednumber typically exceedsthe escapingnumber [Hua and
Lingenfelter,1987],we consideragainonly the trapped

in the photon spectrumnear • 70 MeV [seeMandzhavidze and Ramaty, 1993], which is due to mainly neutral pion decay radiation [Murphy et al., 1987]. This
pion excessimmediatelyindicatesthat protons(which
dominatepion production)were acceleratedabovethe
pion production threshold of • 300MeV. Moreover,
some of these flares had pion-decay emission up to a

particles.

The first diagnosticto be usedfor probing the spectrum of trapped particlesabovea few MeV nucleon-1
was the ratio of the 2.223MeV neutron capture line
fiuence to the 4-7MeV

nuclear deexcitation

line flu-

ence [Murphyand Ramaty, 1984; Hua and Lingenfelter, 1987]. Since the deexcitationand neutron capture lines are produced by ions in somewhat differ-

ent energyranges(the capture line resultsfrom relatively higher energyions), their ratio is a measureof
the ion spectralshapein the •. 10-100MeV nucleon
-1

few GeV [Akimovet al., 1993; Kanbachet al., 1993], range. In the sameway, the spectral shapein the • 10which then pushes the proton energy upper limit to a
few GeV as well. Modeling of pion-decay emissionfor
one flare indicates that a high-energy cutoff of 10 GeV
in the proton spectrum is most consistentwith the data

[Mandzhavidzeet al., 1996].
Neutrons are also a signature of very high-energyprotons and are generated mostly by protons and alpha

1000MeV nucleon
-1 rangecanbe determined
for pion
flares by consideringthe ratio of the 100 MeV fiuenceto

the nucleardeexcitationfiuence[Murphy et al., 1987].
The normalization of the ion spectrum is fixed by the
magnitude of a particular fiuence.
This technique was used by Murphy and Ramaty
[1984]to analyzenine flaresfor which deexcitationand

particlesinteractingwith ambientH and 4He. They ' neutroncaptureline fiuences
wereavailable,assuming

usually
accompany
piondecay
radiation
in thelargestaccelerated
proton
spectra
N(E) -- f• dt•(E) (proflares.Neutronsbetween• 50 and500MeV canbe di- tonsMeV-1) that wereeitherpowerlawsin kineticenrectly observedin space[Chuppet al., 1982]and are in

ergy E -• or K2 modifiedBesselfunctions.The Bessel
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functions

result

from

a stochastic

acceleration

model

[Ramaty,1979]and roll overat high energieswhile flat-
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ever, as a result of the steep spectra, the number of

protonsabove1MeV nowrisesto typically3 x 1036.

tening out at lower energies. For both spectral shapes, For a 30 s flare duration, the rate at which protons are
the typical number of protons above 30 MeV was found energized
above1MeV is thennearly103•s-l, andcan
to be •. 1032. In the caseof powerlaws,the spectral rival the electron energization rate above a few tens of
index r was • 3.5, so that the total number of protons keV (seeprevioussection). The total ion energyconabove 1 MeV is • 5 x 1035. In the case of Bessel functions, the total number above 1 MeV is somewhat lower,
around 1035. The number of ions below about 1 MeV
cannot

be determined

from

deexcitation

and

neutron

line emission, since the cross sections are zero and the
ions therefore have no gamma ray signature. Hence,
for an emissionduration of about 30 s, the typical rate
at which protons are energized above 30 MeV is about

tent above 1 MeV nucleon- 1 for these flares is shown in

Figure 3. While there is significantscatter, a typical

energycontentis about3 x 103•ergs,morethan an order of magnitude above previously derived values. The
protons and heavier ions each have approximately the
same energy content.

The ion energy for these flares is now comparableto

thetypicalnonthermal
electron
energy(•. 3 x 103•ergs)

3 x 103ø
s-1, whilethe energization
rate above1MeV discussedin the previous section and is also comparacanrangefrom3 x 1033to 2 x 1034s
-1.
ble to the energy contained in a • i kG coronal field
The energy content of these protons can also be esti- in a volumeof • 1027cm3. A case-by-case
comparimated. For the stochastic acceleration spectrum, there

son can also be made

for

12 flares

for which

hard

X

is • 102ø
ergsin the protonsabove1MeV, whilefor the ray data is also available from the SMM HXRBS. The
powerlaw this contentis nearly103øergs.The energy energy contained in > 20 keV electrons for these 12
contained in the heavier ions is roughly equal to the energy contained in the protons. The ion energy content
is then more than an order of magnitude lower than
the energy contained in the electrons. This result has
lead to the notion that energetic ions are not the main
players in the overall energy budget of flares. However,

flares is shownin Figure 3. Again, while there is significant scatter, a typical electron energy content is about

3 x 103•ergs(consistent
withtheargument
in theprevioussection).Note that a few flaresevenhavemoreion
energy than electron energy. Hence, at least for flares
with detectable gamma ray emission, there is evidently

notethat for a flarevolumeof 102?cm3, the flaremust a near (to within uncertaintiesin the low-energycutoffs
still produceof order 102-103ergscm
-3 of acceleratedof the ion and electronenergydistributions)equipartiprotons, which is much larger than the thermal plasma tion in energy between ions and electrons.
In Table 1, we summarize the above discussion on
energy density and still a sizable fraction of the estielectrons and ions, and present the average rates N at
mated magnetic field energy density.
However, the conclusion that ions are energetically which particlesare energizedabovea given energyalong
unimportant has changedrecently. Using data [Share with the total energy content of the particles. The elecand Murphy, 1995]from 19 gammaray flaresobserved tron energization rates are for large flares, such as those
during a 9-year period with the Gamma Ray Spectrom- which have detectable gamma ray emission. In ERFs,
.

eter on SMM, Ramaty et al. [1995]haveusedthe ratio
of the 1.63 MeV 2øNe deexcitation line fiuence to the

6.13MeV 160deexcitation
linefiuence
(seeFigure2) to

I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'

I

'

I

,

I

'

I

determine energetic ion spectra. This technique works
much the same way as the method discussedabove and
relies on the fact that the lines are produced by ions

of differentenergies:
the crosssectionfor the 2øNeline
becomesnonzeroabove• 2 MeV nucleon
-1 and peaks
around 7MeV nucleon-1

while that for the 160 line

becomesnonzeroabove• 7MeV nucleon
-1 and peaks
around12MeV nucleon
-1. Theseenergiesare for incident protons; for incident alpha particles, they are

somewhat
lower.The 2øNelineistherefore
a gooddiagnosticfor energeticionsaboveabout 1 MeV nucleon
-1.

ß Ions Ec- 1MeV/n
•

Electrons E)20keV

The other difference between this and previous studies

!

was the use of an ambient

2

Ne-to-O

ratio which

is closer

to that obtained from EUV and soft X ray line observations.

The new ratio

,

I
4

,

I

,

6

Flare

!
8

,

I
10

,

12

I ,
14

16

18

20

Number

is lower and leads to an increased

Figure 3. Energy containedin > 1 MeV nucleon-1 ions
number of ions at low energies.
from 1980
The observed2øNe and 160 deexcitation line fiuences (soliddots)for 19 gammaray flaresobserved

to 1989 [fromRamaty et al., 1995]. The diamondsdeimply that the energeticion spectra N(E) are rela- note the energy contained in > 20 keV electrons for
tively steeppowerlaws (spectralindex r •. 4) downto 12 out of 19 flares for which hard X ray data was
• 1MeV nucleon
-1, with the numberof protonsabove alsoavailable[from Mandzhavidzeand Ramaty, 1996]
30MeV still remainingat about 1032(Ramatyand (also Mandzhavidzeand Ramaty, private communicaMandzhavidze,private communication,1996). How- tion, 1996).
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Table 1. Summary of Typical Energization Rates and Total Energy Contents
Electrons

Protons

> 20 keV

> 1 MeV

ERF,
Nonthermal
Model

Entire Flare,
Nonthermal
Model

Entire Flare,
Hybrid
Modelb

Entire Flare,
Pre-1995c

Entire Flare,
Present

•r

5 X 1034s-x

10a7s-x

2 X 1035s-x

3 X 1033-2 X 1034s-1

1035s-1

Up

5 x 10•'6ergs

Quantity a

3 x 1031
ergs

6 x 10•'9ergs

10•'9-103ø
ergs

1031
ergs

•Thequantities/•r
andUpdenote,
respectively,
theenergization
rateandthetotalenergy
content
aboveeither20keV
(for electrons)or 1 MeV (for protons).

b/•randUparetakento bea factorof• 50lowerthanthoseresulting
fromthenonthermal
model.Thisfactorisbased
on an application of both nonthermal and hybrid models to one flare.

CThelower limit resultsfrom stochasticaccelerationproton spectra (specificallyK•. Besselfunctions),while the upper
limit results from power law proton spectra.

the average rate of energization must be sustained for
about 400ms, while in the entire flare it must occur
over several tens of seconds. For protons, we present
rates and energy contents obtained by both pre-1995
and present calculations.
Finally, ions observed in space yield another valuable diagnostic of the acceleration mechanism: relative abundances. The energetic particles from impulsive flares

exhibit

dramatic

abundance

enhancements

3.

Particle

Acceleration

Processes

A number of mechanismshave been proposed to ac-

count for energeticsolar particles. This sectionfocuses
exclusively on the kinetic physics of the acceleration
process.Section 4 assesses
how these kinetic processes
can arisein the globalsolarcorona,and what (if any)
additional constraints need to be imposed on a given
mechanism.We split the accelerationprocessesup into

at energies
aboveabout 1MeV nucleon
-1 (seereviews three broad classes: stochastic acceleration by waves,
by Lin [1987]and Reames[1990]),and specificallyhave shockacceleration,and direct electricfield (dc) accela 3He-to-4Heratio that rangesbetween0.1 and 10. eration. The overall properties of these mechanismsas
they relate to the data discussedin section2 are summa5 x 10-4. In addition,theseeventsarealsocharacterized rized in Table 3, which the reader may find it convenient

This is a huge increaseover the coronal value of about

by (1) enhancedratiosof Ne, Mg, Si, andFe to C, N, O,

and4HeIReames
et al., 1994];(2) highchargestatesof
the heavyions [Masonet al., 1995];(3) isotopicabun-

danceenhancements
(26Mgto 24Mgand•Ne to •øNe
[Masonet al., 1994]);and (a)ion spectrathat haveapproximatelya species-independent
shape[Masonet al.,
1994]. Typical impulsiveflare and coronalabundance
ratiosaregivenin Table2 (adaptedfrom Miller [1995]).
Table

2. Ion Abundance

Ratio

to refer to throughout this section.
3.1.

Stochastic

Stochasticaccelerationmay be broadly definedas any
processin which a particle can either gain or lose energy in a short interval of time, but where the particles
systematicallygain energy over longer times. The most
important example of this is accelerationby waves.

Ratios

Impulsive Flares •

Increase Factor Over
Coronal

3He/4He
4He/O

""1
•46

C/O
N/O
Ne/O
Mg/O
Si/O
Fe/O
H/He

•0.436
•0.153
•0.416
•0.413
•0.405
•1.234
--10

aRatio for ions above m 1 MeV nucleon-1.
bAmbient

abundances.

Acceleration

Corona b

Values

2000

"" 0.0005
•55

•

0.471

•

0.128

2.8

•0.151

2.0

.•0.203

2.6

•0.155

8.0

•0.155
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A second key issue for understanding stochastic acCentral to understanding stochastic acceleration are
the normal modes which may exist in a magnetized celeration by waves is resonant wave-particle interacplasma. We restrict our attention to cold plasma modes tions. When the wave amplitude is small, stochastic
[seeSwanson,1989]and to wavesthat are discussed
in acceleration is a resonant process and occurs when the
subsections 3.1.1 to 3.1.3. A more general discussion conditionx -- co- kllvll-œt•/•/-- 0 is satisfied.Herevii
may be foundelsewhere[e.g.,Stringer,1963;Formisano and • are the parallel particle speed and Lorentz facandKennel,1969;Krauss-Vatbanet al., 1994].In a cold tor, t• is the cyclotron frequency of the particle, and x
hydrogen plasma, there are two important electromag- is referred to as the frequency mismatch parameter. For
netic modes which comprise different branches in the harmonicnumbersœ• 0 (gyroresonance),
this equation
co-kplane. They are the Alfv•n branch, which has a res- is a matching condition between the particle's cyclotron
onance below the hydrogen gyrofrequencyt•$, and the frequency and the Doppler-shifted wave frequency in
fast mode(or magnetosonic
or whistler)branch,which the particle's guiding center frame. It means that the
has a resonancebelow the electron gyrofrequency
frequencyof rotation of the wave electric field is an inteFor wave frequency co• t•s, the Alfv(•n branch has ger multiple of the frequency of gyration of the particle
the dispersion
relationco-- vAIkllI, whilethe fastmode in that frame and that the senseof rotation of the parbranch has the dispersion relation co-- yak, where VA ticle and electric field is the same.
is the Alfv•n speedand k and kll are the magnitude The conventionwe employ is that t• is always positive
of the wavevector k and its field-aligned component, and the sign of œdependsupon the senseof rotation of
respectively. Low-frequencyAlfv•n waves propagating the electric field and the particle in the plasma frame:

obliquelywith respectto the ambient magneticfield B0
have a linearly polarized electric field normal to B0 and
a linearly polarized magnetic field normal to both B0
and k. Low-frequency oblique fast mode waves have a
linearly polarized electric field normal to both B0 and
k and a linearly polarized magnetic field normal to k
and the electric field. The wave magnetic field thus has

if both rotate in the samesense(right or left handed)

relativeto/•0, thenœ• 0 (normal
Doppler
resonance);
if the senseof rotation is different,then œ• 0 (anomalous Doppler resonance).Hence, when the resonance
condition is satisfied, the particle sees an electric field
for a sustainedlength of time and will either be strongly
accelerated or decelerated, depending upon the relative
phase of the field and the gyromotion. The most ef-

transverse and compressivecomponentswith respect to
fectivegyroresonance
is Iœ1- 1, and œ- -]-1 is usually
B0. In each case the electric field can be decomposed referred to as cyclotron resonance. For œ- 0 the resointo left- and right-handed components. However, for nance condition specifiesmatching between the parallel
parallel propagation, all waveson the Alfv•n branch are componentsof the wave phase velocity and particle veleft-handed,while all thoseon the fast mode branch are locity. This resonanceis sometimesreferred to as the
right-handed.
Landau or Cerenkov resonance.
When the Alfv•n branch approachest•H, the phase
When a particle is in resonancewith a single smallspeed approaches zero and waves in this regime are amplitudewave,vii executes
approximate
simpleharcalledH+ electromagnetic
ion cyclotron(H+ EMIC) monic motion about the parallel velocity which exwaves. When the fast mode branch passesthrough t•$,
actly satisfiesthe resonancecondition[Karimabadiet
the phasespeed increases.For t•s • co• t•e, the dis- al., 1992]. There is no energygain on average.The am2 2t•e/cope,
2 wherecope
is the plitude of the oscillationis proportional to the square
persionrelationis co- kllc

electron plasma frequency. Waves in this regime are
usuallycalledwhistlers. As the frequencyincreasesstill
further, the phasespeedapproacheszero and whistlers
become electromagnetic electron cyclotron waves. In
a multi-ion plasma, the dispersionrelation below the
variousion cyclotron frequenciesbecomesmore compli-

root of the wave amplitude, and the maximum energy

gain is small [seeRobertsand Buchsbaum,1964; Ginet
and Heinemann, 1989]. The frequencycobof oscillation, or the bounce frequency,is also proportional to
the root of the wave amplitude, and is important for
the followingreason:If Ixl _• 2cob,the particleand wave
cated,andwe referthe readerto SmithandBrice[1964] effectivelyare in resonance.Hence, the exact resonance
condition x -- 0 does not have to be satisfied in order
or Miller and Vi•as [1993]for further details.
In addition to these electromagneticmodes, there are for a strong wave-particle interaction to occur, which
also some electrostatic ones. Lower hybrid waves are immediately implies that large systematicenergy gains
readily generated by cross-fieldion motion or relative in a spectrum of waves are possible.
electron-iondrift [Huba, 1985] and have a frequency Consider two neighboring waves, i and i-[- 1, where
given
bycoLH[1-l-(mp/me)(k]]/kñ)2]
•/2,where
kñisthe i -[- 1 will resonatewith a particle of higher energy than
perpendicular
componentof the wavevector,
k]] • kñ, i will. A particle initially resonantwith wave i will pe2

thelower
hybrid
frequency
co2•H
• cop2i/(1

2

riodicallygain and losea small amountof vii. If the
copiis the H plasmafrequency,
andit is furtherassumed gain at sometime is large enoughto allowit to satisfy
that f•I • co• f•e- Electrostaticion cyclotron(EIC) [xl •_ cob,i+•,
whereCOb,i+•
is the bouncefrequency
for
wavesare also generatedby relative electron-iondrift wave i-•- 1, then the particle will resonate with that
and lie above an ion cyclotronfrequency[e.g., Stix, wave next. After "jumping" from one wave to the next
1992]. Electron plasma (or Langmuir)wavescan be in this manner, the particle will have achieveda net gain
generatedby streaming electronsand have a dispersion in energy. If other wavesare presentthat will resonate
with even higher energy particles, the particle will conrelationco-- cope.
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tinue jumping from resonanceto resonanceand achieve rosian [1992]have calculatedelectronand X ray speca maximum energy correspondingto the last resonance tra, the latter of which compare favorably with SMM
present.If the wavespectrumis discrete,then the spac- and Hinotori observations, as well as with the high-

ing of wavesis critical; if the spectrumis continuous,
however,then resonanceoverlapwill automatically occur. Of course,the particle can alsomovedown the resonance ladder, but over long timescales,there is a net

resolutionspectraof Linet al. [1981]. $teinackerand
Miller [1992]showedthat the accelerationtimes could
be reproducedif the whistler turbulence energydensity
was about 10% of the magneticfield energydensityand

gain in energy and stochastic acceleration is the result.
This processcan be treated by a momentum diffusion
equation, and the diffusion coefficientscan be calculated
using a convenient Hamiltonian approach found in the

that acceleration to the highest observedenergiescould
occur if lower-frequencywaves on the branch were also

work of Karimabadi et al. [1992]. For a further discussion of wave-particle resonance,see Karimabadi et al.
[1994].
A broadbandspectrum of wavesis thus typically re-

tribution by gyroresonance thus requires th• transfer
of spectral energy up the fast mode branch into the
whistler and electron cyclotron regimes, since it would
appear likely that the initial turbulence exists at low

quired in order to stochastically accelerateparticles to
high energies. The exception is accelerationby resonance overlap in a single large-amplitudewave [Karney, 1978; Karimabadi et al., 1990]. In this interesting process, a particle resonates with the same wave
but through many harmonic numbers,and hugeenergy
gains are possible. However, the importance of such
acceleration in flare plasmas has not been considered
in detail at the present time. We thus concentrate on

frequencies(co• •H). A cascadeof poweris one way

acceleration by a spectrum of waves.
3.1.1. Electromagnetic
waves- Electrons.
A
number of different forms of electron acceleration by
electromagnetic waves have been considered for flares.
The most familiar of these is gyroresonant stochastic
acceleration by turbulence with frequenciesbelow •.

included.

The

acceleration

of electrons

from

the thermal

dis-

to achieve this, but such a process has not been inves-

tigated and so is speculativeat present(for co> l•H;
in the MHD regime, it is well established that cascad-

ing occurs). These whistler accelerationmodelsalso
have important implications for the overall flare energetics. For a power law spectral density, $teinacker and

Miller [1992]showedthat for wavelengthsshorterthan

• 106cm, the waveenergydensityneedsto be about
10%the ambientmagneticfield energydensityin order
for the electron acceleration

time to be consistent with

observations.Hence, if the cascadingproducesa power
law spectraldensity (which is the casewhere cascad-

ing has beeninvestigated),and if the low-wavenumber
cutoff correspondsto about one to one tenth the scale

(For our purposes,turbulencereferssimply to a con-

sizeof the flare(• 109cm), thenthe totalwaveenergy

tinuous spectrum of randomly phased monochromatic

density exceedsthe estimated ambient magnetic field

waves.) Alfv(•n, fast mode, and whistler waveswere energy density by a significant amount, the exact value
amongthe first to be considered[Melrose,1974]. Elec- dependingon the slope of the turbulencespectrum.
trons can gyroresonate with the first two waves via
One way to avoid the issueof cascadingover a large
œ-- -t-1, due to the presence of both right- and left- frequencyrange is to simply use the long-wavelength
handed electric field components, but œ- tl is most
important for whistlers.
Sincew _• •H for both Alfv(•n and fast mode waves,

MHD waves directly. From above, gyroresonancewith
the transverseelectric field is not a viable option, but
the œ -- 0 resonancewith the compressivemagnetic

we seefrom the resonance
conditionthat •lvlll must field componentof the fast mode wavesis. Using the
be greaterthan about(mp/m•)vAfor electrons
to res- fast mode dispersionrelation, the resonancecondition
onate. For a VA of about 2000kms-1 this requires canbe writtenas vii - VA/r•,wherer• -- kll/k. Since
electron energies of • 6 MeV. While possibly impor- VA is typically much greater than the proton thertant for the acceleration of ultrarelativistic electrons, mal speedVtp but comparableto the electrontherthese waves cannot

accelerate

electrons

out of the ther-

mal distribution or through hard X ray producing energies. Whistlers, with •H • w • •, yield a resonance

mal speedvte in a flare plasma (B0 • 500G, density

n • 101ø
cm-3, andprotonandelectron
temperatures
Tp -- Te • 3 x 106K), only electrons
will be ableto

requirement
of 7[viii%%(mp/me)l/•vA.Thethresh- interact with
old condition for whistlers is then 20 keV, so that these
waves could accelerate hard X ray producing electrons.
However, since the threshold is still well above the thermal energy, these waves cannot accelerate electrons directly from the thermal plasma either. Whistlers and
Alfv(•n

waves have been used to accelerate

deka-keV

the waves. This processis the magnetic
equivalent of Landau damping and is called transit-time

damping[Leeand Vb'Ik,1975; Fisk, 1976; Achterberg,
1979; Stix, 1992],sincethe resonanceconditioncan be
rewritten to show that the transit time of a particle
acrossa wavelength is equal to the period of the wave.
This interaction changesonly the parallel energyof a
particle, and will lead to anisotropicdistributions if ancillary pitch anglescatteringis not present.
Miller et al. [1996] have investigatedtransit time
electron accelerationby fast mode wavesand found it to

"seed"electronsto ultrarelativisticenergies[Miller and
Ramaty, 1987].
However, $teinacker and Miller [1992] and Hamilton and Petrosian [1992]point out that relaxation of
the co•( l• requirement and the inclusionof higher- be a very efficient mechanism under flare conditions. In
frequency waves reduces the energy threshold to val- this model, low-amplitude fast mode wavesare assumed
ues inside the electron distribution.
Hamilton
and Petto be generatedon very large scales,by, for example,a
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large-scaleperturbation to the flare magneticfield. The
electron acceleration rate is proportional to the mean
wavenumberof the spectrum, and the wave damping
rate is proportional to the wavenumber,so that both
are small initially. Hence there is essentiallyno damping
of the waves and, since Coulomb drag cannot be overcome,no electronacceleration.As the wavescascadeto
higher wavenumbers,the damping rate increases.The
inertial range is the range of wavenumberswhere the
damping timescale remains larger than the cascading
timescale, and the waves can thus cascaderelatively uninhibited. The inertial range in this case spans a wide
range of wavenumbersand the spectral density therein
is a power law. The waves cascade through the inertial range and eventually reach the dissipation range,
where transit time damping by electrons with speeds
greater than vte is faster than cascading. The waves
are then rapidly damped and these electrons, in turn,
are energizedout of the tail and to substantially higher
energies.
Electron acceleration and wave cascading are described by coupled nonlinear diffusion equations, with
particle escape from the acceleration region being neglected. The electron distribution was taken to be
isotropic. Sourcesof sufficientlyrapid pitch-angle scattering are Coulomb collisions near vte and gyroreso-
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nance with waves driven unstable by an anisotropic distribution that results from transit time damping. An
example of the resulting electron distributions and wave
spectral densities is given in Figure 4.
The mechanismis quite robust, and it was found that

the generation
of 12ergscm-3 of fastmodewaveturbulenceon anyscalelessthan .• 105cm andoveranytime
interval less than about a second will yield an acceleration rate above 20 keV that is high enough to account
for the hard X ray flux in an ERF. The fast mode waves
also accelerate electrons to MeV energies on timescales
less than about a second. On timescalesof a couple of
seconds,electronsare energized to tens to MeV. We also
point out that, depending on the nature of the cascad-

ing,veryhardenergyspectra(E-1'2) canbeproduced.
These spectra are too hard to be consistent with observations, but escapewill presumably soften them somewhat. The model has also not been applied to the entire
duration of the flare. Here many small discrete injections or a long continuousinjection of turbulence will be
needed, together with replenishment of the acceleration
region. We return to these issuesin section 4.
If the amplitude of the MHD waves becomes suffi-

ciently large (SB/B -• 1), accelerationwill no longer
be a resonant process, but will proceed according to
the classic Fermi

mechanism

of collisions

with

scatter-

1( ,3

a lO,O

•
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j 1(,9
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Figure4. Electron
energy
spectra
N (E) andwavespectral
densities
WTresulting
fromcascading
andtransittime dampingof fast modewaves.The waveswereinjectedat a wavelength
of
• 107cm,at a rateof• 19ergscm
-3 s-i, andovera timeof0.6s.Theambient
electron
density
was10•øcm-s. (a) and(b)Evolution
fromt - 4 x 105Tu
to 5 x 105Tu.N andWTareshown

at times
tn-- (4x 105• 104n)TH,
forn -- 0,..., 10.(c)and(d)Evolution
fromt -- 106TH
to

3 x 106Tu
. N andWT areshown
at timestn-- (106+2 x 105n)TH,
forn-- 0,...,10. Here

Tu-- •1 •. 2.1x 10-7sandUB-- Bo•/8•istheambient
magnetic
fieldenergy
density.
From
Figure4 of Miller et al. [1996].
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ing centers. Fermi [1949] pointed out that collisions Steinackerand Miller, 1992], the first term in the frewith moving magnetic scattering centers will lead to
a systematic increase in particle energy, and this pro-

cesswas further investigatedby Davis [1956],who emphasized its diffusive or stochastic nature, Parker and

quency mismatch parameter x can be neglected, and
the diffusion coefficientsare simplified. However, this
assumption yields an injection problem, since ions in
the thermal distribution typically have speedsmuch less

Tidman [1958], who first applied it to flares, Tver- than VA and so will be unable to resonate. For examskoi [1967],and Ramaty [1979].
ple,thethreshold
kineticenergy
is• (1/2)mpv•andfor
This idea has recently received further attention for a VA of about 2000kms-1 is • 20 keV. This is much
electronacceleration. Cisler and Lemons[1990]and greater than the thermal energyof • i keV.
Cisler [1992]have shownthrough Monte Carlo simuIt was shownby Miller [1991]and Smith and Brecht
lations that, in certain instances, Fermi acceleration [1993]that nonlinearLandau damping [Lee and VSlk,
can be efficient for accelerating electrons out of the 1973] of the Alfv•n wavescan lead to significantand
backgrounddistribution. LaRosaand Moore[1993]and rapid proton heating and will energize a number of proLaRosaet al. [1994]have appliedFermi accelerationto tons above this threshold. A spectrum of Alfv•n waves
flares and have argued that it can account for the ener- (with co• l•H) thereforecan accelerateprotonsfrom
gization of a large fraction of the ambient electronsto
• 25 keV. They assume that during the flare tens or
hundreds of elementary flux tubes with radii of order

thermal to ultrarelativistic energiesthrough a combination of nonlinear and linear wave-particle interactions.

Miller and Ramaty [1992]made a roughestimateof the

10scmundergoreconnection
andproposed
that a shear overall efficiency of this process and Smith and Miller
flow instability in the jets resulting from reconnection
produces fast mode waves at similar scales. The wave
energy at these large scales then cascadesto smaller
scalesand ultimately to the electrons[LaRosa et al.,
1996]throughthe Fermi mechanism.This modelis sim-

[1995],in a moredetailedstudy,foundthat steady-state

levelsof-• i ergscm-3 of turbulencewill accelerate
the
requirednumberof protonsin the pre-1995scenario(see
Table 1). The modelhasnot beeninvestigatedin light
of the latest observationalrequirements but is likely to

ilar to that of Miller et al. [1996],exceptthat it assumes still be viable using higher levelsof turbulence. We note
highlevelsof turbulence
in manysmall(• 1024
cm3) that Miller and Ramaty [1992]also considerednonlinregions, as opposedto the injection of many packets of

ear Landau damping in a multispecies plasma. They

low-amplitude
turbulence
in a singlelarge(• 1027
cm3) showedthat the heating rate for an ion speciesis proregion.
The rate

of Fermi

acceleration

to 20 keV under flare conditions

of electrons

from

0.1

is of order a few tenths

of a. secondonce the waves reach wavelengths of about
1 km. However, as with transit time damping, ancillary
pitch angle scattering is still required. While this should

not be a severerequirement(seeabove),it remainsto be
shown that it can occur.

The acceleration

of electrons to

higher energiesand the nature of the energydistribution
also need to be considered.

Another class of electromagnetic wave acceleration

portional to its mass and pointed out that this process
may lead to element enhancementsin the energeticparticles.

While quite efficient, nonlinear Landau damping is
actually not essentialfor the energization of protons out
of the thermal distribution. Higher-frequencywaveson
the Alfv•n branch are able to accelerate protons with
energy well inside the thermal distribution, and this
sectionof the dispersionrelation is naturally populated

by a cascadeof wave energyfrom low frequencies[e.g.,
Zhou and Matthaeus, 1990; Verma, 1994]. This sce-

involveshigh-frequency(co_>•e) waves. Sprangleand nario thus employsonly cyclotron resonancethroughout
Vlahos[1983]and Karimabadiet al. [1987]examinedthe the entire energization processand was first proposed
interaction of electrons with such a wave propagating by Eichler [1979]and subsequently
elaboratedupon by
obliquely with respect to B0. However, only a very Miller and Roberts[1995].

smallfraction(• 10-3) of the ambientelectrons
were

Alfv•n waves are assumedto be generated at large
energized. This is more likely to be a mechanism for wavelengths
by eitherreconnection[LaRosaet al., 1994]
type II! radio bursts than the large-scale acceleration or large-scaleperturbations to the magnetic field. Unrequired for hard X ray bursts [Sprangleand Vlahos, able to resonate with protons, the waves cascadeon
1983].
short timescalesto larger k. As k increases,they are
3.1.2. Electromagnetic
waves' Ions. The A1- able to cyclotron resonatewith progressivelylower enfv•n waves are frequently employed for ion accelera- ergy protons, but damping remains negligible since the
tion and have been invoked to specifically energize the particles are initially confined to thermal energies. An
protons which produce nuclear gamma ray line emis- inertial range thus results. Ultimately, however, the
sion [e.g.,Barbosa,1979; Miller et al., 1990]as well as waves will encounter a large number of protons in the
the ions which escapeinto interplanetaryspace [e.g., tail and be strongly damped. Cascadingwill ceaseas a
MSbius et al., 1982; Mazur et al., 1992]. It is found, result of the rapid energy flow into the tail protons and
for example, that turbulence with an energy density a dissipation range will form. The tail protons, in turn,
• 10ergscm
-3 can accelerate
protonsfrom suprather- will be energizedout of the thermal distribution by the
mal to GeVnucleon
-1 energieson timescales
of order high-k wavesand then acceleratedto much higher eneri to 10s. It usually has been assumed that cofor the giesby the lower-k wavesalready presentin the spectral
resonant
wavesis • l•H, in whichcaseIvlll• VA[e.g., density.
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Miller and Roberts[1995]have exploredthis model
with a quasi-linearcode that treats accelerationand
cascadingwith couplednonlineardiffusionequations.
Proton escapeis treated with a leaky-box loss term.
An exampleof the resultingproton distributionsand
wave spectraldensitiesis shownin Figure 5. They
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countfor gammaray line emission
and canrangefrom

beingeithertoosoftto veryhard(E-1'5). A better
treatment of escapemay remedy this but has not yet
been explored.

The explanation
of ion abundance
enhancements
has

been an active area of research, and several theories
find that the injectionof • 400ergscm
-3 of Alfv•n havebeenadvancedoverthe years. For coldor very low
wavesat any scaleand over any time likely to be en- energyions,waveswith •v • •i are requiredfor resocounteredin a flare results in the accelerationof •> nance,wherel•i is the ion cyclotronfrequency.Along
3x 105protons
cm-3 to energies
> 30MeV ontimescaleswith the observedselectivity of the ion acceleration

(especially
withrespect
to 3Heand4He),
• ls. For a volume• 1027cms, the total numberof mechanism
that gyroresonance
with plasma
> 30MeV protonsis consistent
with that inferredfrom this stronglysuggests
closeto the cyclotronfrequency
of
gammaray line emission.However,the proton spectra wavesof frequency
the
enhanced
ion
is
responsible.
This
is
the
idea
beat presentare not consistentwith thoseneededto ac10 ø
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Figure 5. Protonspectrum
N(E) andwavespectraldensityWT resultingfromcascading
and

cyclotron
damping
ofAlfv•nwaves.
Thewaves
wereinjected
at a wavelength
of • 107cm,at a
rateofabout100ergs
cm-3 s-i, andoveratimeof2s. Theambient
proton
density
was1010
cm-3.
(a)N at timestn -- n(5x 104TH),
forn -- 0,..., 10. Theleftmost
curveisthespectrum
forn _•7,

andthe remaining
curves,fromleft to right,are the spectrafor n -- 8, 9, and 10. (b) Spectral

densities
at thesametimes.(c)Protonspectrum
at timestn- n(9.5x 105TH)
-F5 x 105TH,
for
n -- 0,..., 10. (d) Spectraldensities
at the sametimes.TH is the sameas in Figure4. From
Figuresi and2 of Miller andRoberts[1995].
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hindthemodelof Fisk[1978],in which3Heis energizedwaves cascade to higher frequency, they will first enby cyclotronresonance
with 4He+2EIC wavesin the counter Fe. Because of the low Fe abundance, the waves
vicinityof the 3He cyclotronfrequency.Thesewaves will not be completelydamped and will continueto casare drivenunstableby a relativeelectron-iondrift (i.e., cade up to the Ne, Mg, and Si group. Again, these ions
a current)whenthe drift speedexceedsa criticalvalue. will be accelerated and the waves will continue cascadHowever,
thismodelrequires
an ambient4He/H ratioof ing. The wavesthen encounter4He, C, N, and O. In
about 20-30% in order for this critical drift speed to be
less than that for the excitation

of other modes. These

other modescould destroyor severelyalter the drifting
distributionand thus preventthe desiredwavesfrom be-

light of the diminishing wave power above each group
of ions, one would expect Fe to be enhanced the most,

followed
by Ne, Mg, andSi (relativeto 4He,C, N, and

O). Enhancementsconsistentwith thoseobservedhave
ing excited.In a similarmodel,Zhang[1995]energizes been obtained by Miller and Reames[1996], who emSHeby t -- -t-2gyroresonance
with H + EIC wavesabove ploy a quasi-linear code that simultaneously solves all
the H cyclotron frequency,and avoidsthe requirement ion diffusion equations and the wave equation. Howofa high4He/Hratio.Bothmodels
produce
SHeheat- ever, the model has not been fully explored yet and it
ing, and another processis neededto achieveenergies appearsthat the parameter rangesin which the model

beyonda fewtensof keVnucleon
-1. Riyopoulos
[1991],
Varvoglisand Papadopoulos
[1983],and Winglee[1989]

works

Miller and Vi•as, 1993].

tigated extensivelyin the 1970s [e.g., Melrose, 1980].

are restrictive.

3.1.3. Electrostatic
waves. Langmuir waves are
havealternativetheories,but all possess
difficulties[see very effectivefor acceleratingelectrons,and were inves-

The mostattractivetheoryfor the SHe/4Heratiois However, a problem that has never been solved is the
that of Ternerin and Roth [1992], who proposedthat source of the Langmuir turbulence. In most cases,
a bump-on-tail electrondistribution is presentin flares these waves are supposedly generated by a supratherandexcitesH+ EMIC wavesaroundthe SHecyclotron mal beamof electrons(v >vte). However,sucha beam
frequency. The waves then resonatewith and acceler- is what one is trying to produce in the first place, so
ate SHe to tens of MeV nucleon-1 but not other ions, that the nature of this mechanism reduces to somewhat

thusleadingto the largeSHe/4Heratio. They justi- of a "chicken and egg" problem.
Another form of electrostatic
turbulence is that comfied the electron beam hypothesis by analogy with the
aurora. Specifically, since impulsive events are rich posed of lower hybrid waves. Relative drifts between
in 2-100 keV electrons, and since electron beams are electrons and ions are unstable to a wide range of
observed in the aurora and thought to be responsible plasmainstabilities,but onewith a low threshold(rela[Ternerinand Lysak, 1984] for the H+ EMIC waves tive drift • the ion thermal speed)resultsin the gener1979].
comprisingthe 300Hz ELF hiss [Gurnett and Frank, ation of lowerhybrid waves[e.g.,Papadopoulos,
[1977]that
1972], it is likely the same instability and waveswill It wasnotedby LarnpeandPapadopoulos
be present in solar flares. Ternerin and Roth's idea has

been elaboratedupon by Miller and Vi•as [1993]and
Miller et al. [1993a],who performeda linearVlasovsta-

bility analysisof the beam,and calculatedSHeandFe
distributions[seealso Litvinenko,1996a].
The

electron

beam

also excites Alfv•n

waves around

the Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe cyclotron frequencies and can
preferentially accelerate these ions and lead to their

enhancement
over C, N, O, and 4He [Miller et al.,
1993b]. The beams required for this mechanismto

in this instability the waves could undergo a nonlinear
frequency shift, relocating the wave power toward the
tail of the electron distribution function. They then argued that electronscould be diffusivelyacceleratedout
of the thermal pool into a tail. The energy gains are easily enoughto account for the hard X rays below 50 keV

[e.g., Benz and Smith, 1987], but it is unclear whether
the highest-energyelectronscan be produced. A problem with this mechanism is that only a small number
of electrons are accelerated. Lampe and Papadopoulos

work are quite strong, with an energy content of around

[1977]and Vlahoset al. [1982]estimatebetween10-5%

20ergscm
-s and a currentdensityof • 104Am-2. It

to a few times 10-s% of the ambient distribution. Such
numbers of energetic electrons may account for weak

is intriguing, though, that this current density is consistent with that implied by hard X ray emission. However, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe are accelerated to at most a few

radiation bursts,suchas seenin radio emission[Vlahos
et al., 1982; Kundu et al., 1989;Spiceret al., 1982],but

MeVnucleon
-1, and so the highestobservedenergies not for the electron flux needed in hard X ray bursts.
However,recent work by McClementset al. [1990,
are not attained. A secondacceleration mechanism, responsible
for energization
beyonda fewMeV nucleon-1, 1993]suggests
that the generationof lowerhybridwaves
is thus required. This mechanism would also presum-

by an instability of an ion ring distribution can lead to

ably accelerateC, N, O, 4He, and H as well at high largefluxesof energetic
electrons
(• 1018cIn-2s-1).
energies. It is likely that all ions are accelerated by the

The ring distribution can be formed by a quasi-perpen-

samemechanism(which doesnot dependstronglyon
the charge-to-mass
ratio) at high energies,for if this

dicular shock [Goodrich,1985] or by collisionlession
motionin a currentsheet[Chenet al., 1990].The lower

were not the case, it is difficult to see how the shape of

hybrid waves grow until the threshold of the modula-

the spectrawould be speciesindependent(seesection tional instability is reached[Shapiroet al., 1993] and
then collapse, enabling then to resonate with the back2.2).
The cascading Alfv•n wave model fits in naturally
with the observed heavy ion enhancements. As the

ground thermal electrons. However, a number of com-

mentsare in order. As is discussed
below(section3.2),

MILLER ET AL.: PARTICLE ACCELERATION
the conditions

for shock formation

in the corona are se-

vere, and McClementset al. [1990, 1993] use a large
ring number density corresponding to a strong shock,
thus worseningthe formation problem. Secondly,they
assumethat the ion ring is formed throughout the coronal region of a flare, but this is unlikely to be valid
when the accelerating agent is a shock or reconnection
site; rather one probably has many energization sites
scattered randomly throughout the corona. This will
greatly decrease the overall efficiency of the electron
acceleration.

3.2.

Shock

IN SOLAR FLARES

cessto be effective.For ion acceleration[e.g.,Blandford
and Eichler, 1987, and referencestherein], injection is
relatively simple. Numerical simulations have shown
that heated shocked plasma readily leaks into the upstream region and generateslow-frequencyelectromagnetic waves which in turn resonantly scatter the ions

[e.g., Quest,1988; Kucharekand Scholer,1991]. High
energiescan be readily attained (100MeV in • I s [Ellison and Ramaty, 1985]) sincethe turbulencegenerated by the particles keeps them from escapingfrom
the shocks[e.g., Lee, 1982]. In addition, the accelera-

tionis prompt(a fewhundred
•1, whichis • ls),

Acceleration

so that

Shockshave been invoked as a highly efficient acceleration mechanismin many areas of spacephysicsand
astrophysics.In particular, they can produce very high

shock acceleration

must

that

the issues of abundance

der to resonate

Shockaccelerationis generallysplit into 2 types: drift
and diffusive. Drift acceleration involves particles moving along the shockfront, gaining energy from the shock
electric field. Electrons behave approximately adiabati-

cally [Wu, 1984;Krauss-Varbanet al., 1989],sincetheir
Larmor

radius

is much

scale of the shock front.

smaller

than

Electron

the characteristic

drift

acceleration

is

fast(a few•/1, whichin solarapplications
is << 1
s), but its effectiveness
is limited in two ways. First,
once the particle has gained energy, it tends to escape
along the upstream magnetic field and, in the absence

anomalies

have not been

For electron acceleration at shocks,many of the prob-

provided certain conditions are met. One of the main
conditionsis that the shockforms in the first place; this
4.1

as a viable

addressed.

lems discussed in the context

in section

be viewed

processfor ion acceleration in flares. Note, however,

energycosmicrays(e.g.,seepapersin Zank and Gaisser
[1992]), and so can readily accountfor flare energies,
is discussed
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of stochastic

accelera-

tion arise, particularly the injection problem. In orwith

the turbulent

Alfv(m

waves associ-

ated with the shock, the electrons need to be relativis-

tic. Whistlershave a lower thresholdenergy(section
3.1.1) but needto be locatednear the electroncyclotron
frequency for this threshold to lie near thermal energies. While the largest-amplitude waves at the Earth's
bow shock reside at lower frequencies, whistler turbu-

lencehasalsobeenreportedextensively[Gurnett,1985].
The implications of this for electron acceleration have
not been explored. Finally, we note that shocks have
one important differencefrom plasma wave turbulence:
namely, in the shock itself there are dc electric fields

[e.g.,Goodrichand Scudder,1984],whichcoulddirectly

of scattering(from, for example,whistlerturbulence), produce •energetic particles that are subsequently inwill not return to the shock. Second,Wu [1984]and jected into a second acceleration process.
Krauss-Varbanet al. [1989] showedthat acceleration

3.3.

The

dc Electric

fields

took place only when the direction of propagation of
the shock gets to within I or 2 deg of being perpendicular to the upstream magnetic field. Unfortunately, in

Perhaps the most direct way to accelerate particles is
by a large-scalequasi-static electric field. Most work in
this regime,only a few electrons(• 1%) are acceler- this area focuseson electrons, which we consider first.
ated. While electron drift acceleration can successfully In addition to the force due to the electric field, an
account for a number of observations at the Earth's bow
electron also experiencesa Coulomb drag force from

It is the intershock[Krauss-Varbanand Burgess,1991] and may be the other electrons in the distribution.
importantin type II bursts[Holmanand Pesses,1983], play between these two forces that govern whether or

it is effective in far too restrictive a regime to be considered seriously in flares. In drift acceleration, the iop•
energy gain is also very limited in the absenceof up-

not an electron

is accelerated

out of the bulk

distribu-

of a few MeV

forceis calledthe Dreicer field œD [Dreicer,1960]and

tion. As the speed of an electron increases, the drag
force increases, until reaching a maximum at the elecstreamturbulence[Decker,1988]. However,inclusionof tron thermal speed vie. Above the electron thermal
upstream turbulence confinesthe particle to the vicin- speed, this drag force decreaseswith increasing elecity of the shock. Test particle simulationsof Decker and tron speed. The value of the electric field œ where the
Vlahos[1986]haveshownthat in this caseion energies drag force at the thermal speed equals the electric field
Diffusive

can be obtained.

shock

acceleration

is similar

to stochastic

acceleration in that particles undergo a systematic energy gain by interacting with moving scattering centers. The difference is that since the scattering centers
are moving toward each other in the rest frame of the
shock, there is a first-order energy gain with each interaction so that the acceleration is much faster. Only
fast mode shocksare of interest sincethe scatteringcen-

is givenby œD= (e/q•reo)(cope/vte)•lnA
V m-•. Here
ln A is the Coulomb logarithm, e is the electron charge
magnitude, and all quantities are in SI units.
This simple picture is modified somewhat by Cou-

lomb pitch anglescatteringand electron/ioncollisions
[Fuchset al., 1986]. Neglectingthese,for œ > œDthe

electric force exceeds the drag force on all electrons,
which will then be freely accelerated to higher energies.
ters do not convergein slow shocks[Isenberg,1986]. Such fields are called super-Dreicer. For œ • œD, there
Once again, an injection energy is needed for the pro- existsa critical velocity vc, below which the drag force
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overcomes the electric force. Above vc, the situation
is reversed. Electrons with speeds • vc will then be
heated, while those with speeds • vc will be freely accelerated.

plied to laboratoryplasmas[Kulsrudet al., 1973] (see
reviewby Knoepfeland $pong[1979]). Electrondistribution functions have been numerically calculated for
a variety of e -- œ/œDvalues, taking into account both

For solar flare acceleration, models which employ electron/electron
and electron/ionCoulombenergyloss
both super- and sub-Dreicer fields have been proposed. ratesand pitch anglescattering[e.g., Wiley et al., 1980;
The most advancedmodel in the former category is that Fuchset al., 1986]. Qualitatively,electronsaboveabout
of Litvinenko[1996b](see also Martens [1988]). The vc are drawn out to higher energiesand form a relatively
geometry of this model is that of a large reconnecting fiat distribution in parallel velocity space. Coulombcolcurrent sheet above a bipolar magnetic loop or arcade. lisionspitch angle scatter the particles and thus increase
The sheethasa height(x) andlength(z) of .• 109cm, the effectiveperpendicular temperature of the distribu-

a width (y) of a hundredmeters,and containsan electric field along the length of the sheet whosestrength is

tion.

Application of sub-Dreicer field acceleration to flares

.• 10V cm-•. This isseveralordersof magnitudehigher hasbeencarriedout by Holman [1985], Tsuneta[1985],
thantheDreicerfield(.• 10-4V cm-1),butis a reason- and Benka and Holman [1994].The work of Benka and
able V x B field for quasi-steady magnetic reconnection
in the corona. The magnetic field in the sheet has a
constant longitudinal B z component along the electric
field, a reconnecting Bx component normal to the elec-

Holman [1994]employeda simplifiedmethodfor calcu-

lating the electron distribution function: they assume
electron isotropy and solve a continuity equation that
includesa lossterm proportional to a power of momentric field and parallel to the height of the .sheet,and tum, subject to the boundary condition that the solu-

a transverseBy componentnormal to the electricfield tion match one obtained by Fuchs et al. [1986]in the
high-momentum regime. The resulting electron spectra are in general complicated functions of momentum
the interplanetarymagneticfield hasan east/westcom- and are then used to calculate X ray emissionusing the
ponent,exceptthat By in the magnetotailcorresponds hybrid model discussedin section 2.1.
The X ray spectra derived from such a model have
to Bz in Litvinenko's model and vice versa. The longitudinal component(.• 100G) is muchlarger than the been compared with the high spectral resolution data

and parallel to the width of the sheet. The geometry is
similar to that found in the Earth's magnetotail when

transversecomponent(.• 1 G). Particleswill therefore of Lin et al. [1981].Usingan electrondistributionconbe magnetized mostly along the direction of the electric
field and be able to gain large energies.
However, the energy corresponding to the potential

sisting of a thermal component and a nonthermal tail

of runaways,Holman and Benka[1992]obtainedfits to
a spectrum from early in the flare and to one from later

drop alongthe lengthof the sheet(.• 10GeV) will not in the flare. Figure 6 showsthe results of this comparibe realizedas a resultof the finite By. This component son. Each spectral fit usesfive parameters: the electron
slightly magnetizes particles in the transverse direction temperature Te and emission measure of the thermal
and causesthem to escapefrom the sheetover distances plasma, the critical velocity vc, the maximum energy
of order104cm. Typicalmaximumenergies
are then attained by a particle with initial velocity vc, and the
about 100 keV. After escaping,particles can follow the area of the thick-target interaction region. The potenmagnetic field lines down to the chromosphereand gen- tial drop and e can be calculatedfrom theseparameters.
erate hard X rays there. While limiting the particle en- Assuminga length L for the scaleof the potential drop,
ergy, this rapid transverse escape prevents the current the density and electric field in the acceleratingregion
in the sheetfrom reachingvalueswhere the self-induced can alsobe derived. Someof theseparametersare given
magneticfield would exceedobservationallimits (see in the Figure 6 caption. Using the derived electronspec-

tra, they foundthat 1033-1034
electrons
s-1 neededto

section4.2).

Litvinenko's model can yield electron energies and be accelerated in the electric field model. As mentioned
fluxes consistentwith hard X ray observations,with few in section2.1, this is more than an order of magnitude
problems associatedwith replenishment of the accelera- less than that required by using a purely nonthermal
tionregion(seesection4.2). It alsoemploysa simplege- model, the difference due to the fact that much of the
ometry which seemsto correspondnicely to flares with hard X ray emissionis produced by the more efficient
cusp structures, such as have been observedby Yohkoh thermal process.

[e.g., Masuda, 1994]. However,the nature of the pre-

Benka and Holman [1994] have carried out a more

dicted electron spectra has not been investigated yet.
Also, while electron energiesabove 10 MeV are possible
in light of the total potential drop, it is unknown how
many electronswill achieve this energy before escaping

extensive analysis, decomposingthe X ray light curve
into gradual and spike components,as suggestedby the

work of Lin and Schwartz[1987]. In summary,they
found that the observedhard X ray emissioncan be

(usingthe presentratio of magneticfield components). produced by fields with e --O.01-0.1, classicalresistivity (i.e.,no enhanced
resistivityfromwaveturbulence),
andwith a densityof •. 10l• cm-3 in theacceleration
re-

Decreasing the transverse component will increase this
number but may lead to currents not consistent with
the magnetic field.
Sub-Dreicer

acceleration

has been considered

in de-

tail for several years, with most of this work being ap-

gion. The spectral fits are consistentwith a hot plasma
contributing to the hard X ray emission early in the
flare, before a distinct thermal componentwas evident
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Figure 6. Comparisonof the spectra observedfrom the June 27, 1980, flare with the model

predictionsof Holman and Benka [1992]. (top) Early in the flare, beforethe emissionpeak.
The dotted and dashed lines are the nonthermal and thermal bremsstrahlung contributions,

respectively,
and the solidline is the total. The bestfit parameters
are Te- 10sK, e -- 0.13,

L -- 3 x 109cm,œ-- 7.7 x 10-6Vcm-•, anddensityn -- 9.8 x 10•øcm- 3. (bottom)Latter
in the flare,after the emission
peak. The bestfit parametersare Te -- 3.6 x 107K, c -- 0.054,
L -- 3 x 109cm, œ- 9.9 x 10-6V cm-•, and n- 1.1 x 10n cm-3. From HolmanandBenka
[1992].

at lower energies. This plasma has a higher tempera-

decrease,primarily as a result of the changein temper-

ture (upto 10sK) andloweremission
measure
thanthe
• 3-4 x 107K component
observed
later in the flare.

ature.

This would occur if, early in the flare, heating were
confinedto a volume in the immediate vicinity of the

10-5 V cm-• andthelengthsareabout3x 109cm,yield-

Typically, the electric fields in this model are of order
ing maximum energies around 10 to 100 keV. Hence,

current channel(a regionwhich containsthe electric while able to accelerate electrons to hard X ray profield and thus a current, in addition to the runaway ducing energies,sub-Dreicer fields cannot energize elecelectrons),while later in the flare this energywas dis- trons to the tens of MeV as needed in some flares. This
tributed over a larger volume. (The deriveddensities situation can be corrected by invoking anomalousresis-

are alsosomewhathigher later in the flare.) However, tivity, which amounts to saying that Coulomb collisions
are negligible comparedwith the scattering rate that re-

only the gradual componentproduced observableheating of the plasma. They also found that œ did not vary
systematicallythroughout the flare if the length of the

to be very high, the electric field required to accelerate

current

a thermal electron(the effectiveDreicerfield) will also

channels

was assumed constant

but that

c did

sults from resonance with waves. If this rate is assumed
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become much larger than that for the usual Coulomb
collision case. Hence, the electric field could be large

of the electric field, while heavier ions are dragged in
the oppositedirection along with the drifting electrons

(• 10-2 V cm-•, say)andstillbesub-(effective)
Dreicer. [Harrison,1960; Gurevich,1961; Furth and Rutherford,
The problem now is generating suitable waves, in the
face of high Landau damping.
The model also predicts a relationship between the

1972]. In a field with œ • œD, ions may be directly

rateofplasmaheatingQ (ergs-•) andtherateat which

accelerated to higher velocities.
The thresholdfor the generation of suprathermalprotons in the solar corona is œ • 0.5œD, and for He ions

electrons
areaccelerated
outof thethermalplasma
•

it is œ.• 0.2œD[Holman,1995]. Higher Z ions,suchas

(electronss-•). Expressions
for both [Holmanet al., 56Fe+26,
havea threshold
aslowasœ• 0.08œD.
(Higher

1989]demonstrate
that Q and• aredetermined
bythe values of œ/œDare required, however,to provide a sufsame physical parameters: any changesin these parameters drive the heating and electron acceleration in the
same direction. Since the hard X ray emission is pro-

ficient number of particles.) Since the electronthermal velocityexceeds109cms-1 at flare temperatures
of 107K and higher,the ionsattain velocities• 10s-

.• 10-10• keVnucleon
-•. Subp.ortionalto the instantaneous
accelerated
electronflux 109cms-•, andenergies

sequentlytheseions may be acceleratedby Alfv•n waves
through stochasticacceleration. Some of the higher Z
ions have enhanced abundances relative to hydrogen in
the accelerated particles. The difficulty with this pro[1968]pointedout a resemblance
betweenthe observed cess,however, is that the specific observed ion abunsoft X ray time profile and the integral of the microwave dance enhancements noted in section 2.2 are not achievprofile(and notedthat microwaves
and hard X raysare able in a simple way.
Another form of acceleration by direct electric fields
producedby electronsof similarenergy).Dennis[1991]
involves
double layers. A double layer may be definedas
and Dennis and Zarro [1993]subsequently
noted a similarity betweenthe hard X ray time profile and the time consistingof two equal but oppositely charged, essenderivative of the soft X ray profile. Benka and Holman tially parallel but not necessarily plane, space charge

N, and the time rate of change of the soft X ray emission is most closely related to the heating rate Q, the
model predicts that the hard X ray flux should follow
the time derivative of the soft X ray emission. Neupert

[1992] have also successfullyapplied the electric field

layers[Block,1978]. Presenttheory of doublelayersis

model to a representative microwavespectrum from the split into two different types, correspondingto strong
or weak double layers. Strong double layers have a
Owens Valley Radio Observatory.
This simple treatment of runaway acceleration does largepotentialdrop (• kBTe,wherekB is Boltzmann's
not include some potentially important plasma physics. constant) and are believed to be formed during the
As a result

of the directed

nature

of electric

field

ac-

celeration, the distribution function is anisotropic, with
an excessof energy in the longitudinal direction. This
makes it subject to velocity space instablities, in par-

nonlinearevolutionof the Bunemaninstability [Smith,
1985]. Volwerkand Kuijpers[1994]havesuggested
that
such structures

can be the source of observed emission

in the megahertz and gigahertz bands. Weak double
ticular the anomalousDopplerresonance(ADR) insta- layers have a potential drop only of order ksTe and
bility. Here lower hybrid waves are driven unstable by arise during the evolution of an ion-acousticinstability.
tail electronsabove some critical velocity [Liu et al., Clearly, a single weak double layer is of little interest

1977; Fuchs et al., 1988]. Electronsbelow this critical to flares, but numericalsimulations[$ato and Okuda,
1981; Barnes et al., 1985] indicate that for a strong

velocity resonate with waves where Landau damping
by electronsin the thermal bulk prevents a net growth.

magneticfield(i.e. •e • cope),
sequences
ofweakdouble

Simulationsby Moghaddem-Taaheri
et al. [1985]showed layerscanform alonga magneticfield line. Khan [1988]
that electrons
that this instability leads to pitch angle scattering of the (seealsoHaerendal[1988])hassuggested
electrons into vñ space, with the consequentlimitation
of the parallel energy. Moghaddem-Taaheri and Goertz

[1990](seealsoHolman et al. [1982])alsopointedout
that the pitch angle scattering will lead to a significant
enhancementin the level of synchrotron emission. The
ADR instability can also greatly increasethe runaway

rate [An et al., 1982]abovevt.

can be acceleratedto high energiesby moving through
many such double layers in succession.
This picture has some problems. First, one needs to
account for the generation of the double layer. While
the ion acousticinstability is widely believed to give rise

to doublelayers,it doesrequirehot electrons(Te • T•),

so that somekind of electron preheating is needed. PerElectric fields can also cause ions to run away. The haps Joule heating from an electric field can perform
number of ions above vte is negligible unless Ti • Te. this. In this case, however, an electric field must have
As a result, ions are not as readily available as electrons been already present, and since this field is also able
to be freely accelerated. The collisional drag force on to accelerate electrons, the need for subsequentdouble
the ions, however, unlike that on the electrons, has a layer formation is not clear. Transit time damping of
minimum near 0.lyre. If the force exerted on the ionsby MHD fast mode waves is also a possibility, but again
the electric field exceedsthis minimum drag force, ions the turbulence is able to accelerate electrons from thermal to relativistic energies, and double layers are not
will be pulled out of the thermal distribution. For œ •
œD, the ions are limited by electron drag to velocities needed. Second, the current needed for an ion acousbetween 0.lyre and vte. Protons drift in the direction tic instability restricts the width of the layers to a few
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jets (of orderthe Alfv6nspeedbasedon the
meters[Huba,1985;Papadopoulos,
1979],sothat a very plasma
reconnecting
fieldcomponent)
maybe produced
[e.g.,
highdegree
of currentfilamentation
isneeded,
asis also
Parker,1963;Petschek,
1964;Vasyliunas,
1975;Forbes
the case in the sub-Dreicer acceleration model.
andPriest,1987].Shocks
are part of the structureof
thereconnecting
fieldsin somemodels
[Petschek,
1964]
4. Global

Considerations

and Particle

Acceleration

(although
these
areslowshocks,
whicharenotveryeffectiveat accelerating
particles),they canbe generated

plasma
heatingassociated
withreconnection
Anotherissueof importancein understanding
parti- byintense

[e.g.,Cargillet al., 1988],or canformwhena superAlfv6nic
plasmajet runsinto the neighboring
plasma
discussedin section 3 are incorporatedinto the large
and
field
[Forbes,
1986].
The
jets
can
produce
the
longscalecoronalstructurespresentduringflares. Observawavelength
waves
needed
in
the
MHD
acceleration
modtionshavelongindicatedthat radiationin flarescomes

cle acceleration is how the small scale kinetic processes

in the previoussectionthrougheither a
fromlargevolumes,
withscales
often• 109cm.In ad- els discussed

dition, the magneticenergyin a largevolumeof the shearflowinstability[Robertset al., 1992]or through
the interaction of a sub-Alfv6nicjet with the plasma.
count for the connection between acceleration physics, Thus it is clear that coronalmagneticreconnectionhas

coronamustparticipatein the flare. Onethushasto ac-

occurringon kineticscales,with the large-scale
coro- the meansto generateregionsof particleacceleration.

nal structure. This has been approached in two ways.

A majorissuewithshocks
isthequestion
oftheirfor-

One is to treat the global structure in a very crude mation. Fast modeshocksare generallyformedrapidly

eitherperpendicular
or parallelto
way, suchas will be discussed
in a moment.The sec- whentheypropagate
ond is to modelthe completeflare processnumerically the ambientmagneticfield, typically taking at most a
•1 [Cargill,1991].However,
the quesusingcodesthat cansimulateboth kineticand global fewhundred
tion in flaresis whether the plasmais ever given a big
processes.
This hasbeenattemptedby Wingleeet al.
[1991]usingan electrostatic
particlecode,but suchan enough"kick"to forma shock.Formationcouldoccur
approach
suffers
froma compression
of spatialandtem- in two ways. First, a super-Alfv•nicjet suchas mentioned above will form a standing shock if it interacts
poralscales
of manyordersof magnitude.Forexample,
with
neighboring
plasmaandfield. However,
it should
in thesesimulations,the extentof the coronalregionof
be noted that in reconnectionthe jet speed is approxthe flare is • 103 electronDebyelengths,or a few mefield
ters. In this review,we concentrateon the formerclass imatelyAlfv•nicwith respectto the reconnecting
component,
whereas
to
form
a
fast
shock
the
jet
must
of modeling.

with respectto the total field. Since
It is also important to determine how the current be super-Alfv6•nic
the
reconnecting
field
is likelyto be a smallfractionof
associatedwith the acceleratedparticles modifies the
the
total
field,
it
may
not be possible
to form a shock
coronalmagneticfield. It has long been recognized
et al., 1989]. Second,shockscan
that someform of return current must exist; otherwise, in this way [Forbes
the accelerated
particleswouldgeneratea coronalfield
many ordersof magnitudelargerthan that whichis
actuallybelievedto exist, and the acceleration
region
would be depletedof particlesin lesstime than the

form due to intenseplasmaheating,as was discussed

by Cargillet al. [1988].Strongheatingis alsoa feature
of magnetic
reconnection,
but shockformationrequires
that locallythe plasma/• be )) 1. For prefiareden-

sities(• 1010
cm-3) andmagnetic
fields(300G),we
require
a
temperature
of
at
least
5
x
109K. Thisisnot
problems
canreadilybe dealtwith by the presence
of

flare duration. As we shall see, in some models these

but presents
seemingly
impossible
a cospatialreturncurrent(i.e., a bulk flowof electrons onlyhardto imagine,
constraints
on
particle
confinement
mechanisms
andis
from the chromosphere
to the corona,spatially coinwith all hard X ray observations
to date. It
cident with the acceleratedparticles, of a magnitude inconsistent
is
thus
our
feeling
that
stochastic
acceleration
is more
sufficientto yield no net electriccurrent). However,

thatshock
acceleration
in thecontext
ofcoroother modelshave geometricalconstraintsthat forbid promising
nal reconnection.
a cospatialreturn current. In thesecases,othermeans
Broadlyspeaking,three globalreconnection
scenarmust be found to minimize the influence of the acceler-

ios could arise. The first is when magneticreconnection
occurs
at the top of a large coronalarcadestructure,as
We now addressthe globalramificationsof the three
was
suggested
manyyearsagoby Carmichael
[1964],
classesof accelerationmodels(stochasticacceleration
ated electronson the coronal magnetic field.

[1968],KoppandPneuman
[1976],Cargilland
by electromagnetic
waves,collisionless
shocks,and dc Sturrock
electricfields)in more detail.
4.1. Stochastic

Acceleration

and Shocks

It is convenient to consider shock and stochastic ac-

Priest[1983],andForbes
et al. [1989].In thesemodels,
magnetic
reconnection
proceeds
vertically,
with a series
of loopsbeingenergized.While this modelwasoriginallydeveloped
for eruptiveflaresandtheirassociated

postflare
loops,
Yohkoh
observations
of Masuda
I1994]

picturesof softX ray
celerationwithin a specificflarescenario,namelyenergy and Tsuneta[1996]haveprovided

releaseby magneticreconnection.
A commonfeature coronal sourcesin a number of flares that were not obwith eruptionsbut had a cusp-like
of reconnectionmodels is that shocks and high-speed viouslyassociated
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releasesfrom large flares down to microflares. This in-

[1994]showedthat coronalhard X ray sources
werealso triguing idea has unfortunately received little more in
present in these structures, indicative of particle energization there.
In this scenario, MHD turbulence is generated from

the way of rigorous justification.
Whichever of these reconnection scenarios occurs,
some

common

facts

will

hold.

Turbulent

and

shock

the jets below the reconnectionsite IT sunera, 1995]. acceleration are likely to occur over an extensive coroParticles are acceleratedthere, so that someof the hard
X rays come from this coronal source, and the rest
comesfrom the footpoints as the electronsthat have escaped from the turbulent region hit the chromosphere.
The minimum volume required for stochastic acceleration is not known at present. Current models do not

nal volume, much larger than the volume of the reconnection current channel. Thus a particle undergoing
turbulent acceleration will wander three dimensionally
through the corona as it picks up energy from a contin-

[1994]has also argued that fast shocksmay also exist

currents

in this region.

the particles stream away from the turbulence region,

ual interactions

with

different

waves.

This three dimen-

sionality has some important implications. It is most
includereplenishmentfrom return currents(seebelow) unlikely that local buildups of charge or current can
and employvolumesof 1024to 1027cm3, whichcould arise in the acceleration region. The former is avoided
be lower for larger levels of turbulence. Replenishment becausethere are no large-scaleelectric fields to inhibit
will lowerthe volume(for a givenlevel of waves),but the flow of electrons, say, into a region that happens
the specific amount still needs to be determined in or- to have too many protons. Hence quasi-neutrality will
der to place this scenarioon more firm footing. Masuda hold. Current buildup is avoided since cospatial return
can exist in the absence of a dc electric field. As

A second reconnection scenario involves the interacthe associated
electrostaticand inductivefields[vanden
tion of largescalecoronalloops. This wasoriginallypro- Oord, 1990] will draw an immediate cospatialreturn
posedby Gold and Hoyle [1960],and was revivedmore current that permits them to travel to the chromo-

recentlyby Sakaiand collaborators(see$akai and
sphere,subjectto the usualcaveatsaboutbeam/return
Thus turbulent
acceleration
does
sawa[1987]and Koide and $akai [1994,and references current instabilities.
therein]) usingboth magnetohydrodynamic
and parti- not suffer from any significant global electrodynamic
cle simulations.

Recent

Yohkoh

observations

have also

indicatedthat this may be a crediblescenario[DeJager
et al., 1995; Inda-Koide et al., 1995]. In sucha model,

constraints.

4.2.

The

dc Acceleration

reconnection would again lead to pairs of plasma jets,
giving rise to turbulence and subsequentacceleration.

As in section 3, it is convenient to discussthe integration of super- and sub-Dreicer dc field acceleration
A third invocation
of coronal reconnection
comes
modelsinto the global coronaseparately. Super-Dreicer
from modelsof fragmentedflare energyrelease[Benz, accelerationcan occur at a single reconnectingcurrent

1985; Lu and Hamilton, 1991; Vlahoset al., 1995]. In

this case the flare is comprised of many small elemental bursts, distributed randomly throughout the corona.
Shockformation and developmentof turbulent cascades
can again occur at these numerous locations. An interesting additional feature of such a model was first

sheet [Litvinenko,1996b;Martens, 1988; Martens and
Young,1990], such as that at the top of a magnetic
arcade (see section4.1). The high electricfield en-

sures that electrons drop through an appropriate potential before escapingfrom the sides of the sheet on
a distance much smaller than the overall sheet length.
noted by Anastasiadisand Vlahos[1991]in the context While limiting the maximum energy, rapid transverse
of shock acceleration,but could equally well apply to escape prevents the current in the sheet from exceedstochastic acceleration.
The difference from the first
ing the value implied by AmpSre's law and the assumed

two (single-site)
reconnection
modelsis that onceparti- magneticfield (which makesa singlecurrent channel
clesleaveone region of fragmentedenergyrelease,they geometrypossible). Once these electronsescapefrom
can be "captured" by another, and acceleratedfurther.

the side, they can travel along the magnetic field lines
Anastasiadisand Vlahos[1991] gave a simple demon- toward the chromosphere. Replenishment of the curstration of such a model in the context of shock drift
rent sheet can be accomplishedby either bulk plasma
accelerationand showedthat significant additional en- reconnectioninflows or flows upward from the chromoergy gains did indeed result from the interactions with sphere. Note that theselater flowscan be cospatialwith
multiple shocks.We suggesthere that a similar process the downward moving acceleratedelectrons,since there
can occurwhen stochasticaccelerationis operating.
is no electricfield in this region of space. The other two
However, the fragmented energy release model requires the spontaneousand approximately simultaneous creation and "firing" of many small energy release
sites,a processthat has not yet been modeledusingthe
equationsof eitherMHD or kinetic plasmaphysics.The
most encouragingapproach began with the work of Lu

reconnection

and Hamilton [1991],who noted that the magnetized

field associated with

scenarios discussed above can also admit

super-Dreicerfields, but the details of replenishment
have not been investigated.
The sub-Dreicermodel cannot involve a cospatialreturn current [e.g., Holman, 1985; Benka and Holman,
1994]. The requirementthat the self-induced
magnetic
the accelerated

electrons be less

solar corona could behave as a self-organizedcritical than the coronalfield (100-1000G) mustthen be introsystem, continually adjusting to reduce the free energy duced. To see how this constrainsthe model, consider
in sucha way as to allow a whole continuumof energy that the typical flare discussed
in section2.1 produceda
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currentI dueto theaccelerated
electrons
of 1.6x 10•SA. givenby J2/a andthusdecreases
with an increase
in

perturbation
in T thusleadsto reduced
Fora flarefootpoint
areaof10•scm2 anda coronal
mag- T. A positive
the systemto theperturbaneticfieldof 500G, we find fromAmpere'slaw that the Ohmicheating,stabilizing
it is not established
that oppositely
radiusl of a cylindricalcurrentchannelcarryingthese tion. Furthermore,
electronscannotbe greaterthan a few meters. This directed current channels form.

impliesthat the flaringcoronamustbe filamented
in

Current filamentation at subkilometerscale lengths

sucha waythat neighboring
currentchannels
haveop- canalsooccurfromkineticeffects.Wingleeet al. [1988]
positely
directed
electric
fields,sothattheself-inducedhaveshownthat the injectionof an electronbeaminto

plasma
canleadto filamentation
ofthetotal
magnetic
fieldsdueto the accelerated
electrons
cancel anambient
eachotherout.Fortheabove
parameters,
• 10•2cylin- current if the beam is injected over too large an area.
et al., 1991]hasshownhow
drical current channels are needed. If the currents are Morerecentwork[Winglee
in sheets
ratherthancylinders,
• 104-106sheetsare a currentsheetmodelfor flare energyreleasecanlead to
ofoppositely
directed
currents.
In eachcase,
it is
required[Holman,1985].Thismodelalsoimpliesthat arrays
particles
areaccelerated
towardbothfootpoints
in ap- not clearwhether the saturatedstate has a sub-Dreicer
proximatelyequalnumber.
An importantissueis whetherthisfilamentation
can
exist in the coronabefore the flare begins,or is a direct result of the flare itself. The first possibilitycan be
dismissed
on the groundsthat, for typicalprefiarepa-

rameters,
themagnetic
diffusion
timescale
rd- !•ol2/•

field associatedwith it. In any case,given that the

required
fine-scale
filamentation
is present,
theconcept

ofanywhere
from104to 1012separate
current
channels
(i.e.,acceleration
regions)
fitsin withthefragmented
energyrelease
concept
discussed
in section4.1.

Anotherissuefor the sub-Dreiceracceleration
model

EmslieandHgnoux[1995]
(where
r/istheresistivity)
islessthana minuteforclas- is currentclosure.Recently,
a modelwhichreliesonthepartiallyionsical[Spitzer,
1962]resistivities.
Therefore
it isdifficult haveproposed
to see how such structures could be formed, or could

ized nature of the chromosphere
to addressthesecon-

on onefieldlineareabsorbed
persist,overthe manyhourspriorto a flare. In addi- cerns.Incomingelectrons
onto
ambient
protons
as
part
of a recombination
protion,all thesechannels
wouldbe requiredto accelerate
cess,
while
spontaneous
ionization
of
hydrogen
atoms
particles
almostsimultaneously.
It is unclearhowthis
could be orchestrated.
on adjacentfield linessuppliesthe electronsfor an
currentchannel.
Thisprocess
effecThe implications
of filamentation
resultingfromthe oppositely-directed
electrons
across
fieldlines;a cross-field
flare or flare onsetcan be assessed
by a simpleapplica- tivelytransfers
directed
tionofFaraday's
law andhavebeendiscussed
by Emslie currentcarriedby protons,and an oppositely
atomsprovidethenecessary
continuity
andH•noux[1995].The total magneticenergycontent flowofhydrogen

atompopulation.These
of thecylinder
is W -- (!•o/16•r)LI
2, whereL is the for the protonandhydrogen
complementary
processes,
occurring
simultaneously
at
lengthbetween
the footpoints
of the currentchannel
footpoints
of a magnetic
flux tube,providea
andwe haveapproximated
the self-inductance
of the opposite
natural
mechanism
for
closure
of
the
entire current syschannelby (/•0/8•r)L. To producethis energyovera

[1995]).
timer requires
a voltage
V -- I;V/I- l;V/7rl2J,
where tem(seeFigure1 ofEmslieandHgnoux
l is the current channelradius. If we write W -- W/r,
then the maximum value of l for a given voltage is

• (16Vr/!•oJL)
1/2.Thecurrent
"turn-on"
timer can

be estimated from the risetime of hard X ray bursts.
This timescalecan lie betweentens of millisecondsand

4.3. The Question of Efficiency
In section 2.1 we noted that electrons with energies

• 20keVcontained
perhaps
a few times103•ergs.

The resultsof Ramaty et al. [19951and Ramaty and
(privatecommunication,
1996)suggest
a fewseconds
(section2.1), sowe set r -- ls as a rea- Mandzhavidze
sonableestimate.An upperlimit on the appliedvoltage that aboutthis muchenergycan go into the ionsabove

is imposed
by the maximum
energyof electrons
accel- 1 MeV nucleon-1. If we assume the canonical coronal
eratedby the directelectricfield,whichwetaketo be volumeof 1027cm3 (althoughthe actualvolumein-

of order 300 kV. We again find l to be a few meters. volvedmaybe moreor less),thenthe total accelerated
energy
is theequivalent
to thedissipation
of a
A similar value for l is obtained from the analysisof a particle
currentsheetgeometry.This limit is onlyslightlymore coronalfield with a strength of severalhundredgauss.

stringent
thanthat deduced
fromAmp•re'slaw above, Smallerflaresmay requiresmallerfield strengths,but
andimpliesthe existence
of roughlythe samenumber one alsoneedsto account for a smaller volume too. Note
of current channels or sheets.

that we assumea 100% conversionefficiencyof magnetic

pointsneedto beconThere are mechanisms
that can producecurrentfil- to particleenergy!The following
sidered
[see
Sudan
and
Spicer,
1996;
Cargill,1996].
amentation.One is the superheating
instability,which
1.
Is
all
of
this
magnetic
energy
accessible
for dissiis claimed[Heyvaerts,
1974;Bodoet al., 1991]to gen-

erateveryfinescalestructures,
with scales
lessthan 1 pation?At leastpart of the coronalfieldis potential

km. This instabilityis basedon the increasein elec- andwill not be dissipated.Parker [1983],in a discussuggests
that the
tricalconductivity
with temperature,
sothat a positive sionof coronalheatingmechanisms,

component
maybe only25%of the total
(say)perturbation
in the temperature
T givesriseto nonpotential
an increased
Ohmicheatingrate aE2. The instabil- field, thus • 6% of the energy.

ity thusclearlyworksonly for voltage-driven
systems; 2. Howis the energyin a largevolumeof coronalfield
for current-drivensystemsthe Ohmic heatingrate is channeledinto the dissipationregions?What fraction
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of the available field energy cannot be accessed,perhaps
for topological reasons?
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bly asmanyas 1037electrons
s-• (nonthermal
model),
above 20keV and over a period of 10-100s.

It must

-1 above30MeV and
3. When the magnetic energyis dissipated(into alsoproduce• 3 x 103øprotonss
plasmaflows,heating,or particles),what fractionends • 1035protonss- 1 above1MeV overthe sametime.
4. The model must provide electron and ion distribuup in particles?Early speculationby Smith [1980]suggested< 10%.
tionsthat are consistentwith (i.e., can be usedto sucOur present understanding of flares does not permit cessfullyfit) high-resolution
X ray and nucleargamma
us to make even vaguely qualitative guessesabout these

numbers. However, let us assumethat each part is 50%

ray line spectra, respectively.
5. The model must reproduce the observed enhance-

efficient(a generousestimate).Then the wholeacceler- mentsof 3He,Ne, Mg, Si, andFe relativeto 4He,C, N,

ationprocess
is (0.5)3 • 10%efficient.So,in orderto

and O.

account for the observedradiation from energetic particles, one may be forced to postulate at least kilogauss
coronal field strengths. Such a field strength is problematic for several reasons. Observations suggest that
the field is 1-2kG in the photosphere, and it is generally accepted that the coronal field is less than that
in the photosphere. Also, a kG field in a local region
of the corona could not be confined, since its magnetic
pressure would lead to its expansion and subsequent
weakening.
An alternative may lie in the work of Lites, Leka,

trons and ions are pulled out of the thermal plasma.
7. The model must describe the relationship between
electron acceleration and heating and, in particular,
provide the observed relationships between the evolution of hot plasma and accelerated particles.
8. The model should describe the relationship between electron and ion acceleration, and in particular it
should account for the simultaneity to within • i s of
the acceleration of these two particle species.

6. The model

9. It should

must describe

how the accelerated

be clear how the local acceleration

elec-

model

and collaborators[Lites et al., 1995; Leka et al., 1996] can be incorporated into the large scale coronal strucwho have presented recent observations of the emergenceof already twisted magnetic field through the photosphere. In such a scenario, there would be no need
to store energy in the corona, since the electric currents
responsiblefor the flare would have been generated be-

ture, as observedby Yohkoh for example.
Table 3 summarizes the results of this paper for the
three main acceleration processes:stochastic acceleration by MHD waves, sub- and super-Dreicer dc electric
fields, and shocks. The top 13 rows deal with the prop-

low the photosphere(see also McClymont and Fisher erties discussed above. Each of the mechanisms has
[1989]and Sudanand Spicer[1996]for similar sugges- successesand failures. For example, none can account
of 3He in flares;this requiresa
tions). The flare would then proceedas theseintense for the enhancement
magnetic fields expanded and interacted with the preexisting coronal structure. These observations are only
beginning to be interpreted and their relation to flares
needs to be clearly established.

5. Summary
Flare observations and our ability to model physical
processesin magnetized plasmas have developed enough
that it now makes senseto strive toward a comprehensive model for impulsive flare particle acceleration. Although the observational data and our knowledge of
plasma processesare still not extensive enough to settle

uponone(or more)acceleration
mechanism(s),
wehave
been able to identify a number of issuesthat must be
addressedby a successfulmodel of flare particle acceleration.

separate process. All can account for the observed ac-

celeration times. With the possibleexceptionof shock
electron acceleration, particles can be extracted from
the thermal plasma in each case.
A major failing of both the dc electric field models
is their inability to produce energetic protons above a
few MeV. The sub-Dreicer model cannot produce the
most energetic electrons either, due to the finite length
of the small electric field. However, at low energies,the
sub-Dreicer model is the only one that has been able to
reproduce measured hard X ray spectra.
The turbulence model has fewer glaring failings at
this time. It can produce both high and low energy
particles, but no detailed comparison with spectra has
been carried out. Such comparisons are as much an
issue of transport as anything else. The model may
also unify ion and electron acceleration, since both fast
mode and shear Alfv6n waves are likely to be produced
together. Shocksmodels are less developed,and their
viability for the production of low energy electronsis a

1. The model must be capable of acceleratingelectrons and ions to energies in excess of 100keV and
100 MeV, respectively, in order to account for hard X
ray and gamma ray line emission. It should also allow major unresolved issue.
the possibility of energizing electrons to about 10 MeV
The final three rows of the table discusssome geoand protons to about 1 GeV, in order to account for the metrical constraints on each model. We find that the
less common ultrarelativistic electron bremsstrahlung models separate out quite readily into those that are
and pion radiation.
associated with large-scale coronal reconnection, and
2. The model must be able to accelerate
electrons
those that are not. Sub-Dreicer accelerationrequires
and ions to the lower energiesin lessthan i s and to the what we call hyperfilamentation of the coronal current.
higher energies over several seconds.
This is not a requirement in the other models. Instead,
3. For a large flare, the model must produce at they can be associated
with largescale(arcadeor frag-

least2 x 1035electrons
s-1 (hybridmodel),andpossi- mented)reconnection.
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Table 3. Summary of Acceleration Models

Observation

Sub-Dreicer
œa

Super-Dreicer
œb

MHD Turbulence
c

-0 100 keV electrons
-0 10 MeV electrons

yes
no

-• 100MeV protons
-• I GeV protons

no
no

?a
?a

-• i s acceleration timee
• 100 keV electron flux
< 100 MeV proton flux

yes
yes
no

yes
yes
?

electrondistribution

yes

?

?f

?

proton distribution

no

?

?

?

SHe enhancement g

no

no

no

no

Heavyion enhancement

no

no

yesh

no

yes

yes

yes

?

from thermal plasma
Hyperfilamentation essential

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

Current complexity

high

low

low

medium/low

Strength of link to
large-scale reconnection

weak

good

good

?

Electron

yes
yes

yes
?

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
?
?

acceleration

from thermal plasma
Ion

yes
?

Shocks

acceleration

a Based on the work

of Holman

et al. as discussed

in text.

bBased on the work of Litvinenko as discussed in text.
cBased on the work

of Miller

et al. as discussed

in text.

abut doesnot appear promising.
eTo those energies given in the above 4 rows accessibleby the mechanism.

fHowever,Hamilton and Petrosian[1992]have shownthat whistlerscan producecorrect distributions.

gNoneof thesemodelswill directlygive the SHeenhancement.However,if any generatea bump-on-tailelectron
distribution,then the model of Ternerinand Roth [1992]and Miller and Vi•as [1993]may be applicable.
hBut the parametersare restrictive.

5.1.

Recommendations

Observational

for

Future

and on their abundances, both in the accelerated beam
and in the target.
Imaging at gamma ray energies will allow the spa-

Studies

In conclusion,we outline briefly future observational
needsto help addressthe problem of what causesa flare.

tial distribution

of the emission from accelerated

ions

to be studied. They could allow the fraction of gamma
1. The hard X ray observationsof Linet al. [1981] rays that originate in the corona to be determined for
have demonstrated clearly the value of high spectral different types of flares when observed near the limb.

resolution.
However,
onlyonet•arewasobserved.
Such Comparisonsof X ray and gamma ray images would
observationsneed to be repeated over a wide range of
flare sizesand over energy rangesfrom a few keV up to
10MeV. In addition, CGRO has demonstratedthe need
for high temporal resolution and Yohkoh has demonstrated the need for high spatial resolution in the hard
X ray energy bands. A future instrument must have at

provide fascinating information on the spatial relationship between acceleratedions and electrons.
3. It is essential that observations of high energy
particles be placed in the context of both the prefiare
corona and the lessenergetic flaring plasma. Thus good
obser•vationsof a variety of UV and X ray lines are re-

least the same resolution.

quiredwith high spatial and temporalresolution(1-2
arc secsand i s). By measuringline profiles,informa-

2. High-resolution spectra of the emission above
• 400 keV will allow many lines associated with the
accelerated

ions to be resolved

for the first time.

The

shape of the lines is a sensitive indicator of the angu-

lar distributionof the interactingions [Werntz et al.,

1990;Murphyet al., 1991].This allowstheir degreeof
anisotropy to be measured, which is a useful diagnostic of transport. An understanding of transport is a
necessarystep between the acceleration model and the
observableradiations that one is making detailed comparisons with. The relative intensities of different lines
providesunique information on the spectrumof the ions

tion on mass motions
enable an assessment

will also be obtained.
This will
to be reached of whether
such

flows are consistent with large scale coronal magnetic
reconnection, a common flare model, and could represent a fundamental breakthrough in our understanding
of flares.

4. In view of the possibleimportance of low energy

protons(10keV to 1 MeV), it is imperativethat diagnosticsbe developedto detect their presence. One possibility for detecting their presencewould be through
charge-exchangeemissionin the red wing of the hydro-
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genLymanc•line [Orrall andZirker,1976;Canfieldand Benka,S. G. and G. D. Holman,A thermal/nonthermal
Chang,1985].Energeticheliumcouldsimilarlybe demodelfor solarhard X-ray bursts,Astrophys.
J., •35,

tectedin theredwingof He 304•[Peter et al.,1990].

469, 1994.

1989].Thispossibility
is perhaps
themostdirect,but

trophysical
shocks:A theoryof cosmicray origin,Phys.

it should be noted that the fiuences from these lines are
very low.

Block,L. P., A doublelayerreview,Astrophys.
SpaceSci.,

Suchemission
hasnot beensuccessfully
detectedon the Benz, A. O., Radio spikesand the fragmentationof flare
energy release, Sol. Phys., 96, 357, 1985.
Sun,althoughit doesappearto havebeendetecteddurBenz,A. O., PlasmaAstrophysics,
Kinetic Processes
in Soing a flareon the flarestar AU Mic [Woodgate
et al.,
lar andStellarCoronae,Kluwer,Norwell,Mass.,1993.
1992]. Another possiblemeanswouldbe the detection Benz, A. O., and D. F. Smith, Stochasticaccelerationof
ofp-•/linesaround8 MeV dueto theresonant
capture electrons
in solarflares,Sol. Phys.,107,299,1987.
of • 500keV protonson ambientcarbon[MacKinnon, Blandford, R., and D. Eichler, Particle accelerationat asRep., 15•, 1, 1987.
55,
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